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THREE IMPORTANT FRENCH SECTIONS PLACED IN HAND8 OF
U. S. TROOPS.

IN PETROGRAD
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SHELLS DOVER

UK-

BODIES

OF

ASHORE,

GERMANS

WASHED

INDICATING

BIG

Hvn ii ,..

Western

t'lilnil XtHS

Berlin. Operations have been resumed on the Husiiian front. The Germans have crossed the Uvina.
An agreement has been reached be
j
tween Germany and
whereby, in Ihe event of military ac.
tion being necessary, the German
troops will he confined to the frontlet
LuSiberia for acsassinating General
of Great Russia, and the Austrians tu
genovsky, chief of the secret police at Ukraine
only. This announcement is
Tumbov.
Q
made in a Vienna dispatch.
A Budapest dispatch to the Vosslehe
a AAA
I Pfl
Zeltung (Berlin) says that the RusaX.MIMI Kill Til III
MTV sians
have evacuated the last section
of Hungarian territory which they ocin the east corner of Transyl
600 cupied
ANNIHILATE
BOLSHEVIKI
van la.
AT
MINSK.
POLES
Gerniania learnB from Ukraine that
llolshevik guerillas are setting lire to
Kaiser Averts Split with Austria and the wheat stocks in many sections
and are also systematically destroying
Seizes Livonia and Esthonla When
growing crops by plowing them out.
Armistice Is Ended.

1

:

I

!
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Pleasnnt, Mich. Six schoolboys,
ranging in age from fifteen to seventeen yenrs, and members of prominent
families here, are believed to be the
members of the gang of blackmailers
operutlng under the direful title of the
"Bluck Four," with the object of obtaining, through threats of death,
money from business men and othet
citizens.
It Is believed the during youths were
led Into a life of crime through witnessing the many "vampire" and "underground" pictures shown in the

lirif

BLACK FOUR
MTD0hErfby
prom 12 e

to bt

lOyALTOOu

Mn?Jr
r
yAfe.
fnOt
faff
f lizjU
I!

Auslro-Hungar-in-

I

-

one-da-

anti-aircra-

Brest-I.ltovs-

Spanish-America-

Foe in Ambush.
With the American Army in France,
Feb. 20. A German patrol ready to
ambush an American patrol, was discovered early Tuesday morning by a
sentry, who gave the alarm by a rifle
shot; then the American machine
guns riddled the enemy. The Germans
fled, carrying their casualties with
them. The British made successful
raids on the Flanders front, in the region south of Lens, and another at
Arras, in the neighborhood of Epehy,
taking prisoners in each raid.
Wyo. Republicans Favor Prohibition.
Resolutions for
Cheyenne, Wyo.
the absolute abolition of the sale and
manufacture of alcoholic beverages
were passed unanimously by the Republican state central committee in
nession here. The resolutions also demand that every Republican candidate
seeking election stand squarely on the
nrohlbition platform.
Montana Ratifies Prohibition Act.
Helena, Mont. Montana has ratified
the federal prohibition amendment.

Wilson Ends Walkout at Ship Plants.
Washington. President Wilson's intervention nas terminated the eastern
Reports Monday
shipyard strikes.
night to the Shipping Board from
union heads in all district.', in which
carpenters were out sal.l the strikers
were back at work.
Kaledines Ended Own Life.
Petrograd. According to a report
current here. Gen. Kaledines, hetman
of the Don Cossarks, committed suicide.
Gen.

Colorado Soldier Killed in France.
Washington. Gen. Pershing advised
the War Department that four American infantrymen have been killed in
action, one slightly wounded and two
are missing. Two men were killed
Feb. 8, one Feb. 8 and one on Feb. 14.
The killed include Private James
of Ouray, Colo.
Chief of British War Staff Quits.
London. Gen. Sir William Robertson, chief of the British imperial staff,
has resigned. Gen. Wilson
f
f ataff. takes the vacated place.
sub-cble-

U. S.

Speeds Building of Destroyer.
Washington. Congress was asked
by Secretary Daniels for $230,077,132
to further expand the navy's great
building program, provide for more
ordnance and nniiiiunitinii cover ndili- tjona, piy and mfipt ot,.er PXpPIlse8i
not contemplated In this year's naval
appropriation bill. Of the total. $100,- 000,000 is for additional construction.
and to speed up construction now under way. Mr. Daniels said most of this
amount would be spent for vessels
"smaller than cruisers."
Meuse Senator Under Arrest.
Paris. Charles Humbert, senator
from the Meuse and proprietor of the
Journal, was arrested. Senator Humbert's name has been involved In the
scandal that resulted in the conviction of Bolo Pasha for treason to
France.
German Attempt Third London Raid.
London, Feb. 17. Hostile airplanes
attempted a raid against London again
last night, making the third raid In
as many nights. No damage or casualties are yet reported.

New Draft Quota for Funsten.

Washington. Movements of men to
complete the first draft beginning on
Feb. 23 will not be completed as or
iginally planned, but will extend into
March. A movement not included in
previous announcements will begin
March 4, moving 10,077 men to Fort
Oglethorpe and Camp Funston. The
states sending men to Fort Riley, all
the remaining whiles In their quotas.
are: Arizona, 490; Colorado. G56; Missouri, 1,331; Nebraska, 1,330; New
Mexico, 330; South Dakota, 399.
U. S. to Build Sanatorium.
for the
Washington. Sanatorium
treatment of soldiers suffering from
tuberculosis are to be established at
New Haven, Conn., and at Whipple
barracks, Prescott, Ari.. in addition to
those to be built at Asheville, N. C,
and Denver. Colo. It is understood
that they will cost about S5n,ooo each.

Funeral Services Held for CapL Castle
Fort Worth, Tex. Funeral services
for CapL Vernon Castle, Royal Flying
Corps, killed here in an airplane accident, were held la Fort Wort.

Posses Surround Arizona Bandits.
Bowie, Aril., Feb. 18. Th Powers-Sissobandits are afoot and surrounded in Rock creek In the Chirlcahuas.
More- than 50l possemen and officers
have them ourrounded and fifty more
have just arrived from Globe and
Miami.
Local volunteers Are leaving
Bowie now for the scene of the final
round-up- .
Large parties are headed
that way from Clifton, Morenci, Silver
City and Lordsburg. Wagonloads of
provisions are being rurbed to feed
the posnemen from Bowie and Douglas.
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HOLDS DOWRY, LOSES HUBBY
Wife Charges That New York Attorney Demanded $10,000 or a
Divorce.
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where about inn were killed
guards
l'
he Russia's method of opposing 'I'
and many injured, in raids on stores
many should that nation invade litis
and wine cellars. The wounded were
sin further, arrm dins to inl inial ions INVASION OF RUSSIA DECREED taken to
hospitals. A dispatch from
BY KASIERS COUNCIL.
from llolshevik sources. In an address
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"White
to the central executive coinniiltee of
guards, after defeating reel guards
the Council of Soldiers' and Work
Berlin Plans for German Garrison at and revolutionary troops holding the
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vasion." Trolzky proceeded lo outLondon, Feb. lii. Germany has re-- members of the revolutionary
hand
Socialistic
line a plan' hy which the
Milvcd to resume niiliiary activities were shot."
London, Feb. 18. German airmen
army would conduct a hushw 'hacking against northern Russia. This deci-- i
London agnin last night. Sevraided
WVstfin
.Si n, Stnli'i
Viilon
neap,-!campaign, hampering the efforts of sion is said lo have been reached at
be-Ilcrlin, Feb. IS. The armistice
were cast into the city. In
bombs
eral
the derm. ins should they endeavor to
,
19.
Feb.
Kiev,
conference al imperial headquar-ween the Russian and German forces
Petrograd, Saturday,
conduct commerce aloti- - the holder
'"Km mm oniy one or me
leis, special dispatches from Holland which lias, been in existence for sev- - one or the principal cities of the Uk - six
airplanes succeeded in reaching
eral weeks on Ihe Russian front ex- ralne. was captured by the Bolshevikl
Miy.
one bomb was
llolshevik foreign
Neon Trotzky,
The conference was attended by pires at noon today, according to the on Friday after sanguinary lighting. lndon and only
mlnlsler, in his report upon Ihe break- Kmperor William, Chancellor von official staleinenl issued by the Ger- The streets were filled with dead and (lr,)I,)'
"eltof that a nava engagement has
ing off of negotiations at the
wounded. While the fighting was at
lleiiling, Field Marshal von lliiideu-buig- . man army headquarters.
occurred is expressed in a dispatch re- it
peace conference, says the
it... eitv w
i,eii,.
Thr,iav
General von Ludendorlf. For
m
German terms included Ihe relention eign
16.
S!'10!'" from Gothenburg
German bombarded by Bolshevik aviators. The ce'vd
Feb.
Anislerdam,
Secrelary Von Kiiehlmann and
and forwarded by the correspondent of
of Poland. Higa, Lithuania, Moon is- el hers.
forces are already being concentrated casualties at Kiev are estimated at
the London Morning Post. The dls-:- '
.uuu.uuii.
land and Indemnity of $1,
killed and 7,000 wounded.
The "no war, but peace" plan of in Ukraine to attack Ihe Bolshevikl,
the recovery of a large
It is pointed out that the proposed
Polish troops have defeated the Bol- patch reports
Leon Trotzky, the llolshevik foreign according to a Berlin dispatch to the
number of bodies of German sailors
treaty is in direct violation not only minister, was rejected al the eonfer- - Tijd, and declarations looking to Ihe sheviki at Bobruisk, eighty-fivmiles who
apparently belonged to a warship.
of all peace principles laid down by
enee, according to the Amsterdam cor- - active prosecution of the war against southeast of Minsk. Other Poles are
It was only Friday lhnta powerful
the entente spokesmen and I'resideni
i
1,1...
u
ut
rtnuaiii
n..l..l.,,.,U.t
Ruman111
nnplh
advancing toward Smolensk.
Daily Kxpress, and
lespoildent of
of German destroyers made
Wilson, but of the often quoted Ten as
ians control the Akkerman .district of squadron
does not want peace, he will be made at Berlin.
a sudden raid in the straits of Dover
tonic declaration of "no annexations will Trotsky
reBessarabia and are threatening Odes- and sank
Bulgaria has resumed diplomatic
get war.
eight British small craft out
and no indemnities."
Invasion of Great Russia, II is added, lations with Russia, according to a sa. In a battle at Odessa on Monday on a submarine chaae.
The Russian Rolslievik government will continue al
ModGerin
the
the
between
Bolshevikl
and
Kofia
the
Petrountil
published
rale
telegram
any
American forceH are reported Jn bathas capitulated and announced its
erates, hundreds were killed. The city tle with the Germans at three importgrad is occupied by German troops. A man newspapers.
readiness, although protest Ingly, to
our
was
bombarded
the
Count
RotNews
by
from
ships.
lo
Czernln,
the
Daily
ant points in France on their own
dispatch
sign a peace compact under lie hard terdam says the Germans take the
foreign minister, has notified Berline east of St. Mlhiel, with the French
terms Imposed by Germany.
Stockholm. The Germans resumed forces in
view that Trotzky's declaration, tho lin that Austrian troops must not be
Champagne and at. another
Notwithstanding this fact, Teutonic It did not end the war, automatically used against Russia to support any war measures against Russia, the Soreferred to as "the most famous
troops are advancing eastward into ended t lie armistice. (The armistice policy which Austria has not approved, cial Demokraten states. Their first ob- point
battle ground of the war."
Russia over a front of Inn miles. Ap
jective Is the seizure of Ksthonla and
British forces raided German posts
expired Feb. 14.) The Germans now but only for purposes of
parently, thus far the operallon has consider that
it
declares.
Livonia,
near Hargicourt and captured a numthey have a free hand. against marauding bands.
met with no opposition. The north- ber of prisoners. Hostile artillery acThe German authorities are anxious
and mean lo tine the opportunity. This,
erii reaches of the Ilvina river have
battle tivity is reported from Passchendaele.
Petrograd. In an
lo the correspondent, does regarding the fate of German prisonaccording
imthe
the
crossed
been
enemy;
by
not mean necessarily that the Ger- ers in north Russia, whom the Bol- during which Jewelry stores and wine
portant railroad towi. of Dvinsk. mans will
London, Feb. 16. On the northern
try immediately to reach shevikl are holding as hostages and cellars in the capital were pillaged by
run
northeastward
whence the roads
but more probably that who, Berlin dispatches say, may be marauding soldiers about 100 persons rnd ot tne we8tern front Canadian
Petrograd,
Smolto
to lYtrograd and eastward
...
will support the Ukraine by force killed if the Bolsheviki are driven to were killed. Forty thousand German
.oop8 acan navo been RUCCeasfuI
ensk, has been captured, and Lutsk, they
has already and Austrian prisoners, who were a rai(i into ,hfi n.erninn li.,e Th it.
be says, are desperation.
of
arms.
The
Germany
Germans,
one of the famous fortresses of the
councils of workmen's est i.icursion was made north nr i.e.,
carrying on an active propaganda in served notice on the Bolshevikl au- freed by the
Volhynlan triangle and forming the the Ukraine for the purpose of sug- thorities that she will enforce repris and soldiers' delegates in smaller Rus- - and a few priBOners and two machine
gateway leading eastward to Kiev, has
to the rada that the new state als If the German prisoners are sian towns, now are in Petrograd, guns were cttptured. French troops
been entered without the Russians at- gesting
nomeiesB ana in oanger oi sim vauoii continue thelr ralds )n (ne champagne,
is endangered by the Bolshevikl. It harmed,
tempting to stay the foe.
The Bolshevikl are making whole- as a result of the riots.
and have brought back prisoners from
is declared that this Is all part of Gerthe
of
announcement
The official
the German trenches northwest and
the sale arrests of Germans In Russia and
for
scheme
up
breaking
many's
Nikolai
London. The Russian government east of Rheims.
caplt illation was signed by
with a view to holding hem hostages, according to
Russian
former
c"';iiro
of
on
behalf
and Leon Trotzky
In the region of the Butte du Mesnil,
her own power and influ- a Riga dispatch. Three hundred Ger sent an ultimatum to the Rumanian
the people's commissaries of Russia. extending
Eston- government demanding the evacuation eaHt ot RnPmgi American and French
new states, of whom it mans and many
over
the
ence
It protests against Germany attacking
ians at Dorpat have been arrested. of Bessarabia by the Rumanian and artnierymen are engaging the Ger
Is posing as protector.
a country which has declared the war
troops, and the maI18 , vloIent PXChansog South of
The lives of those arrested, as well
It is certain that the Bolshevikl are
at an end and which is demobilizing
the as Germans and German supporters right to transport Russian troops thru I a Dormoisei FlPncn batterieg
now
against
troops
moving
its armies on all fronts.
a Berlin dispatch to the who have not yet been arrested, are Rumanian and Bessarabia territory.
ppr(ied a 8trong concentratlon ot Ger.
The only indication that ihe enemy Ukraine,
London.- -A
deep, serious schism man troopB 0n ,he Uaan front
Koclniscle
Volkszeituug says, and hourly in great .danger, adds Ihe
will meet with hindrance comes in an
Central powers do not Intend to; patch, as the Bolsheviki threaten has been created between Germany- especially between Lnke Garda alld
announcement by Knslgn Krylenko. nllow themselves
thus lo he robbed wholesale butchery. The wolsnevikl and Austria Hungary by the terminap,
Brllllprv fl(.tlvltv haa
Ills
In
in
chief.
commander
Holshevlk
cen
of the fruits of their lately concluded have officially declared the Baltic no- tion of the armistice between the
but the Infantry operation
creased,
when
Russians
the
order he instructs
tral powers anu nuss.a anu tne re- have bppn confned , gma raIdg
peace. The newspaper adds that it bility outlaws.
iliey encounter Herman troops to en- probably had been decided al the conThe Lokal Anzeiger (Berlin) says newai oi a state oi war. accoiuu.g i
Fr,day t)e da(c et fcy influentIa,
deavor lo persuade them lo refrain ference at
i;vi I rnpuiiueiiL vi imp German newspapers for the
Imperial headquarters to re- - there is great excitement at Warsaw, me
starting
from hostilities. "If Ihe Germans re- sume
as
a
Company.
Cracow
of
Exchange
Telegraph
and
Busresult
Lemberg
of the
operations on the northern
German offens-ivfuse," he adds, "then you must offer sian front for the protection of the the Ukraine treaty. At Cracow the
has passed, and no aggression on
General Pershing Inspects Trenehea.
them every possible resistance."
papers appeal to Polish parties to deUkraine.
the part of the enemy materialized.
France.
in
With
American
the
Army
A
gengeneral strike.
The Bund of Berne reports the suc- clare a
General Pershing completed a two
AMERICA PLANS FOR 1918 DRIVE. cessful conclusion of negotiations at eral strike has been called at LemThe British forces in Palestine made
days' inspection of the American secKkaterinoslav to form a union of all berg.
an advance of two miles on a front
a
In
of
Toul.
"tin
tor
hat"
northwest
Embittered by the tearing off of a
Adopted by Allied War Council, British southwestern republics against the
mask swung over his chest of six miles northeast of Jerusalem,
with a
Premier Tells Commons.
Bolsheviki. It also was agreed to Btrip of their territory to be given the at the gas
alert
position, the American the war office announced.
The Germans opposed to the AmerLondon. The British prime minis- form a joint army to clear South Rus- Ukraine for breaking away from the commander-in-chie- f
walked thru all
Bolshevikl and signing a peace with
ter, In a statement before the house sia of Bolsheviki troops.
the first line trenches, splashing thru icans made an unsuccessful bombardin
the
central
Poles
are
the
powers,
.
.
.i
i
i
.1
i.
ii- - ment with gas shells.
of commons on the decisions of the
German air
on nits
ne
dimi Bumping
lot,
London. Russia's withdrawal from what appears to be virtually a state .1llie inuu
.
.u
..
.. .,
.1
.1
; .
supreme war council at Versailles,
UUtlll IUIU IHC UUgUUIB MIU planes in large numbers also were
uiuiiru
of
revolt.
and
was
war
a
the
real
withdrawal,
paid high tribute to the plan subvisited batteries busy hurling "iron driven off by the American machines
mitted by the American representa- the throwing away of all agreements
and
batteries.
rations" at the enemy.
with her former allies, said Leon
tives.
40,000 Chinese at Front by June.
"If 1 should read the document sub- Trotzky, the Bolshevik foreign minisNew York. Forty thousand Chinese Eighth Grandson Delights Roosevelt. Famous Indian Fighter Dies In Camp.
mitted by the Americans," said Mr. ter, in reporting to the
New York. Col. Theodore Roose
Rockford. 111. Brig. Gen. Frederick
comprising forty battalions,
engineers
and soldiers' councils on will
Lloyd George, "there would be no workingmen's
be at the. front in France by June, velt, who is convalescing In a hos- W. Sibley, for many years brilliant
conferneed to make this speech. The cas" the result of the
said Lieut. Col. Tang Tche, of the pital here, said he was "perfectly de cavalry officer, who took part in Inis presented with irresistible power ence, according to a Russian wireless Chinese army's general staff, when
lighted" when a long distance tele dian campaigns under General Crook,
received
here.
dispatch
and logic."
speaking of what may be expected phone message from Boston brought and served in the
the
The policy adopled by
supreme
from China in the war. Possible word ot the birth in that city of his war, is dead at 'the base hospital at
Geneva, Switzerland. M. Holzniann.
war council, Premier Lloyd George detransportation difficulties may delay eighth grandchild a boy born to Cap Camp Grant. Death was due to perto
Maximalist
who
Switzerland,
envoy
clared, was not the policy of the Brit
the arrival of the engineers, he added. tain and Mrs. Archie Roosevelt. Cap nicious anemia. General Sibley was
ish government alone, but of all the has just arrived here, says in an in- He said 30,000 Chinese civilians now tain Roosevelt, who has
just been pro 61 years old, and was breveted "for galthe
terview
with
Socialist
newspaper
great allied governments in concert Sentinelle that if the Russians refuse are employed in French munition fac moted to that rank, is with General lantry in action" In the Little Big
"There is absolutely no difference betories and 120,000 in road construction Pershing's forces in France. The child Horn in 1S76 and again "for distintween our policy and Ihe policy of to accept Germany's conditions the work.
was born at the Boston home of Mrs. guished
Crazy
gallantry against
on
soldiers
the
German
Russian
front
France, Italy and America in this
Horse's camp on Powder River, Mont.
Roosevelt.
will refuse to fight.
he said.
Quake Destroys Buildings.
He was loudly cheered when he said
Beer Output Is Reduced.
Gen. Sheridan's 8on Is Dead.
Arizona Quarantine Lifted.
Amoy, China. A severe earthquake
he hoped that whatever he said would
Ariz.
The
Berne. The output of beer in Aus- here destroyed many buildings and
Blsbee,
quarantine,
Maj. Philip Henry
Washington.
be treated as a question of policy and
tria has been reduced to 8 per cent of damaged scores of others. No deaths which for eleven days was operative Sheridan, son of Gen. Phil Sheridan,
not of personality.
in the Warren district, has been lifted. died here, aged 37.
the peace time production.
were reported.

lll

Inspired by Lurid Pictures of
tortion Scenes Seen in
the "Movies."

well-to-d- o

NAVY BATTLE AT SEA.

Theodore William Richards, presi
Petrograd, Feb. IS.- - Indiscriminate
dent of the American Association for shooting Is now going on throughout
the Advancement of Science, was born the cily both by day and by night, but
Mile. Marie Spiridonova, a famou
in Germantown, Pa., on January 31,! usually is most general after night-1868- , Russian "terrorist" and known as the
and Is the son of William T. Rich. fall. Pillaging followed hy shooting Russian Joan of Arc, has been elected
aids, a famous American painter of; spread Saturday night from Vosties-marinpresident of the peasant's representand landscrpes, and Anna Mat- - sensky Piospect past SI. Isaac's cathe ative congress of the bolshevik!
t.
lack Richards, well known for her po- dral to Galernaynsl,
where private
She served several years In

Ilcrlin (Via London I, Feb. :M.The
official communications issued by the
( Ionium war office snys thai from lligu
to an far south as I. ut.sk Ormnn
iinnicH are advunciug eiisl ward into
HiirfRia. Ccrman force.- - entered Dvinsk.
Tlie Russians unsuccessfully alieinpl
ed to IjIow Ui the bridge across Hie etical
writing.
livina river.
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VITAL WAR LINES

PRISONERS-POLI- SH

MASSES FORCES IN

MICHIGAN YOUTHS

HOLD

IN CRIME PACT

RAINE TO STRIKE FOLLOWERS
OF LENINE.

OF

FRONT

AMERICANS

STRIKE IMMINENT.

TROOPS ADVANCE

GERMAN

THREATEN

BOLSHEVIKI

STATES AND

OF BALTIC

PAYMENT

LE. MARIE SPIRIDONOVA

AT WARON RUSSIA

GERMAN TERMS
CESSION

MI

AUSTRIA RALKS

New York. "Your father got the
best of me. He promised me $10,000
to marry you, and he didn't give me a
cent. I don't care whether he gave you
the money or not. The money belongs
to me. You are responsible."
This declaration, according to the
complaint filed by Mrs. Selma Levin-son- ,
in a suit for separation from Isaac
Levinson, a lawyer, was made by the
defendant Just one month and two days
after their marriage.
The plaintiff alleges the defendant
told her he would get the money. If
not in an agreeable way in one that
would be disagreeable.
"If you don't give me that 810,000,
then I want to get a divorce," the plaintiff says she was told.
According to Mrs. Levinson, she received $10,000 as her dowry, but the
defendant did not get it nor was he
promised It.
MAN

STUMBLES

Janitor Picks

ON

FORTUNE

Paper and Finds
He's Heir to Half of $600,000
Up

Estate.

Under 40 lbs., lb
Bull mill stHK
Glue hides nud skins
Part cured, lo less.
Green, 2c less Hum cured.
4'Hir mill

Calfskin, lb

Kl,

W10

Ot)

OH

07

Urern Salted.

lO'tfSJ

Kip, lb
Deacons
Slu ii kH

12til4

Knob.

l.f0ft!l.5

60'iji ,75
.12

Branded

Horse, No. J
Horse, No. 2
Qluc and puny
Coll

6.0006.00
4.00!ff5.00

2. 60

3.00
.00

50

(ireen Nailed 1'elts.
Each.
$ 602.60
and sheep
.1640 .45
Spring lambs
.10
.60
Shearlings
Dry Flint Pelt a.
35
Wool pelta
IS
Short wool pells
Butcher shearling's. No. 1....
i
10
No. 2 murtau shearlings..
Bucks, saddles uud pieces at value.
Lamb

MISCHI.LAIVHOUS MARKETS.

Prices for Metals.
Bar silver 85Hc.
$23.17 V.
Lead 7.60.
Spelter $7.66.
Tungsten concentrates, per
Copper

unit

$26.00.

concen-troteColo. Tungsteln
60 per cent, $20.00022.61) per
60
crude
ores,
per cent, $22.00r
unit;
16.00; 26 per cent, $12.0012.60; 15 per
cant, $7.40& 12.20 per unit.

Boulder,

a,

ChleaKO Live Stock Qnotatlvaa.
Hoks
Chicago.
Bulk, $l.i0fi-17.00- ;
mixed.
$16.6517.10;
light,
$16.3001 17.00;
$16.60017.10;
heavy,
rough, $16.30r 16.60; pigs, $13,254
16.26.

Greensburg, Pa. C. B. Ellsworth,
janitor at the public school building,
swept out the rooms as usual the other night. A bit of paper caught his
eye and he read thnt be was heir to
half an estate of $600,000.
The estate is that of Robert I. Ellswho died 18
worth, aged eighty-eigh- t,
months ago at his home in Washington and left his entire fortune to his
nephew In Greensburg and his sister,
Mrs. Elvlna Bindon of Washington.
The nephew here had lost all trace
of his uncle, neither having seen nor
heard from him for more than forty
years. Soon after he received notice
of his fortune from an attorney.

Cattle
stockers

Native steers,
and
feeders,
$.40

cows and heifers,
$8.25

a 13.50.

Sheep Sheep.
.
$13.7316.6.-.-

$3.S013.8!i;
$7.35110.60:
calves,

11.70;

$8.76W13.20;

lambs,

Butter, Etsa, I'vtataea aad Poaltrr.
Butter
Chicago.
Creamery, 44(b)
Ekks Firsts, 52c; ordinary firsts.
4
50c; at mark, cases included, 50
6 51c.
Potatoes Wisconsin, Michigan anil
bulk. $1.902.00;
Minnesota,
same,
sacks. 11.951 2.05.
Poultry Springs, 30c; fowls not
quoted.
Cklraso Oral n and ProvUloa Prtrp.
49c.

Chicago.

Corn

No.

3

$1.70

yellow,

1.80; No. 4 yellow, $1.01.7S.
Oats No. .3 white, 88M89Hc; standard,
Rye No. 2. $2.23$ 2.2.14.
Barley $1.60iW 1.92.
9,500,000 Acres of Wheat In Kansas.
Timothy $3.00 8.25.
Clover
$22.00i 33.00.
board
of
Kansas
The
agTopeka.
Lard $26.07.
riculture has estimated that 9,500,000
Ribs $24.20624.70.
acres of winter wheat have been sown
Grata In MlaarapelU.
in that state. Based on 100 per cent,
Minneapolis.
Barley, $1.5461.90;
condition of the state's growing wheat rye.
bran. $32.60; corn. No.
$2.192.20;
is 70.1 per cent, or lower by 5.8 points 3 yellow, $1.7561.80; oats. No. 1 white.
than was reported a year ago. The $8tt89fec; rlax, $3.78 $3.83
Prlre of Sagar.
government apportionment of wheat
New York.
8ugar
Centrifugal,
for Kansas was 10,000,000 acres.
$6,006; cut loaf, 8.95; crushed, $.70.
The Baatoa Waal Market.
Says Leg Is Worth $12,500 an Inch.
Boston.
Wool
Scoured basis:
Cal.
Peterson
San
Victor
has
Pedro,
Fennimore
Texas Fine 12 months, $1.(81.72;
Capt. James
Cooper Dead.
a. valuation of $12,500 an Inch fine $ months, $1.566
placed
1.60.
N.
Y.
Albany,
Capt. James Fenni- on his
California
Northern, $1.700175;
leg. He has sued the Lando middle
more Cooper, Jr., of Albany and
county, $l.f5t! 1.60; southern.
$25.-00-0
and
Podesta
Produce
for
1.60.
company
$146
great grandson of James
' $1.80
Rastern No. 1
Oregon
for an accident which shortened
.
Fennimore Cooper, author of the
eastern clothing, staple.
11.500160-valley01.82; No.
two
his
Inches.
right
leg
l, $1.65 61.70.
"Leather Stocking Tales," died at
Fine
d
Territory
$1.35;
staple,
Camp Dix, Wtightstown, N. J, after a
combing, $1.700 1.7$; i blood
America Saving Tin Cans at Camp.
s
combing, $1.50; fine clothing. $1,609
illness of pneumonia.
fine medium clothing, $1.850160.
Washington. To help conserve the 1.66;
Pulled: Extra, $1.80 1.85; A A, $170
Hundred Houses Collapse In Quake. nation's tin supply, orders have been 01.$O; A supers. $1.608 1.65.
sent
to
save
to
all
tin
army
camps
Amoy, China. Earthquake shocks cans. A
Kaaeaa City Pradnce.
campaign for the conservacontinued here Saturday night and
Kansas City.
Butter
Creamerr
tion of tin will be carried on among 46Vc;
firsts, 4414c; seconds, $c; packSunday. Many persons hare been in- the
$8c.
public.
ing,
more
100
and
than
bouses
bars
jured
collapsed.
n
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Choice of Colors That Will Harmonize Is of the Greatest

Importance.
TASTE

IS

next should be of one color or at least
have but slight differences In the colors used. Large or grotesque ornaments and brilliant colors (bright reds,
blues, yellows or greens) are out ol
place In house pulntlug.
Harmony by gradual gradations of War Causes Shortage of Chrocolor is the most natural method of
nometers Used in Ocean
securing vnrletr In decoration. The
In
to
seek
the
Navigation.
simplest harmony
point
home decoration Is that of tones of
one color they glvo a kinship to everything. Brown In shades from light NONE IN THE OPEN MARKET
to dark, buff In varying tints, greens Ir

SEA CLOCKS ARE IN BIG DEMAND

Ill T HOME R GH T

Price Jumps From
Over Englishman
Instrument Won
000 and Thanks

ESSENTIAL

MOST

I

PMcttRoor

I

Small Cottage May Be aa Attractive
aa a Mansion and Far More Home-Lik- e
If Attention Is Given to

TT

5edRm.

tL

Alcove

rjAicwE

By WILLIAM

A. RADFORD.
desires un attracKvery home-owntive house, one thut will appear well,
will have u charm ut the beginning mid
will not lose It with yearn of use; u
house that will please his neighbors as
well as himself aud that will add to the

beauty and attractiveness of the community In which he lives.
To secure an attractive home much
more is needed than just a liousu plan,
however good that may be. The trouble with most homes is that there is a
lack of harmony In the grounds, the
house and its coloring and the Interior.
Even a good architect may fall to understand how to accomplish this harThe assistance of the careful
mony.
architect, the skilled gardener, the
competent builder, the reputable pnlnt
and varnish manufacturer and the expert- pointer and decorator Is important to assure best results In building.
It Is not money nlonc that mukes a
beautiful house ; taste und some knowlA smnll cottage
edge are essential.
may be as attractive as a mansion and
far more home-like- .
Instead of thinking of the details at
haphazard, the home builder, asserts
an authority, should plan the house
and Its color, the Interior and Its deco- -

Washington. Among
the busiest
supplying the United States
with war materials nre the makers of
chronometers.
Great care and precision ure necessary In turning out
these navigating Instruments, which
are the most accurate portable timekeepers knowB to science.
Hundreds of chronometers have gone
to the bottom of the ocean since
the war began. Tills alone wouid
cause a shortage in the ordinary supply, while the equipping of the new
American merchant marine Is creating
an unprecedented demand for new Instruments. Each of the 1,600 ships to
be added to the national
fleet under the shipping board's construction program, will carry two, and
many of them three chronometers.
At present there are vlrtuully no
chronometers to be had lu the open
market. Before the war England supplied the world with most of Its fine
chronometers. Chronometers are also
made In Amerlcn, though the English
type still Is most esteemed by sailors.
In ordinary times a good chronometer costs about $300. The present price
Is $500 or better, according to the trade
made.
The supply lu this country
passes through the bands of a few experts, who are doing their utmost to
meet the demand, and to expedite the
output of the manufacturers
From six months to a year and a
half are necessary to make and adjust
a chronometer. The mechanism Is of
the finest metnls, and specially adapted to resistance to extremes of temA
perature.
chronometer
will keep Just as good time If kept in
coll storage six months as in ordinary
temperature, while a voyage In the
tropics will not seriously cliuoge Its
qualities.
In appearance a chronometer Is a
clock. It Is kept In
small, metal-facea woden case, usually of mahogany,
and Is swung on gimbals, to keep It
always on a level. It is sensitive to
rough handling, nnd care Is always
taken not to Jar It.
Errors Are Noted.
No clock or watch has ever yet kept
perfect time, so there Is always a
slight gain or loss to a chronometer.
For this reason the chronometer's rate
of dully gain or loss is determined by
observation ashore, nnd n card showing the rate is made out, and delivered with the Instrument. This rate
of error Is allowed In nil notations of
time made from the Instrument for
working up observations made nt sea.
A gain or loss of n second a day Is
considered a "Inrge "ate" for a good
Instrument.
The chronometer completes, with
the compass nnd sextnnt, the trio of
Indispensable Instruments required In
modern navigation. By Its aid, longitude, or the enst or west position of a
ship, Is determined.
Longitude baffled nil navigators un- til the chronometer came Into use In
1735. The ancients and Inter nnvlga- tors, including nil the great dlseover- erco"ld nnd lnelr latitude by ob- servatlons of the sun's height, but they
couI(1 determine their longitude only
",Pn1 reckoning." or estimating
thelr BhP'8 Progress from day to day.
wa
and
T"1"
uncertain,
cnused
many shipwrecks.
Longitude is merely tne aiirerence
of time between two points on the
earth's surface, and it became appar
people

Details.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advice FREE OK
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, lie
Is, without doubt, the highest authority
an all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
to William A. Ridford, No. 1827 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, 111., and only enclose
three-ce- nt
stamp for reply.

$300 to $500 and
Who Perfected
Prize of $100,.
of Mankind.
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Porch Roor

Second

Floor Plan.

light and dark tones nnd other colors
similarly used give most satisfaction.
Contrasts are often helpful, but care
must be taken In choice of colors, as
otherwise they will give harsh effects
rather than harmony. The colors must
be restful or they will really "make us
tired." This restfulness Is produced by
low, dull colors. If contrasted, or harmony of likeness and unity between
brighter colors.
The color scheme In general should
not be too assertive. "Loud colors"
nre always offensive and very bright
colors In contrast are not good on exteriors. White, grays, soft greens and
browns of various shades will always
harmonize with nature.
The house shown In the accompanying perspective and floor plun is an Inexpensive structure which is well arranged for the comfort and convent- -

hlgh-grud- e

g

d

100 70
ration, the lawn and Its shrubbery at
the same lime, so that when completed
the picture may be harmonious and
beautiful.
For those who want rest and harmony without great expense, these suggestions are offered. They may be
in the city, vilby
lage or country with equal success.
To muke the house appear as If It
really belonged upon the ground where
it Is built Is not so easy as It seems
yet this Is the first essential to good
building. It Is here that expert advice
often helps the builder to avoid blunders thut may seriously mar the ut- -

d
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Rear Porch
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Die-
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ence of the occupants. The exterior
Is simple but nttniellve.
The walls of
the building are finished with shingles
up to the cornice line and with stucco
on the end gables.
The porch design is simple, consist- Ing of four brick piers with connecting
wnlls curried only up to floor level, bnl- ustrndes of brick and railings of slm- pie wood frame. The porch roof Is
supported only by the outside piers,
upon which are mounted double square
columns with ornnmentnl caps. A gen- erous overhang Is provided for the
roof, which has a pleasing effect on
the appearance of the building.
Entrance from the front porch Is Into the living room, which Is a room 13
feet by 15 feet placed In one of the
forward corners of the building. A
Inrge cased opening lends back from
the living room Into the dining room.
There Is a
bay In the
dining room which contributes very
Inrgely to the pleasant aspect of this
room. A double-actin- g
door Is plnced
in the Interior wall between dining
room and kitchen. The basement stnlrs
are entered from the short hall be
tween these rooms. A Inrge pantry Is
provided which Is fitted with shelves
and a table.
There Is one bedroom on the first
floor, this room being entered from the
living room and terminates In a pas-sage between the sewing room and the
bath on the second floor. There are
txvo bedrooms on this floor, arranged
In a symmetrical manner about .he
central wall. Koch hn. a large closet
and an nlcove hnvlng a large window
In the forward wall.

I
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Front Porch
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In 1773.

The result of his life work wus

ex- -

"Wur service
Portland,
badges" are being proudly worn
by employees of the Northwest
Steel company here. The concern Is engaged In building
freighters for the Emergency Fleet corporation and Its
5,000 employees have all been
exempted from the draft. The
"war service budge" Is about
III roe inches long, two Inches
wide, aud is oval in shape, of
nickel and hears the words
"Wur Service Shipbuilding."
Ore.

t
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.i.i.v lieiii Mi'lal to mankind, yet
conservative mariners continued to lind
their longitude by dead reckoning for
liulf a century after the perfection of
The recent cold snup formed an Ice path over the Hudson river so lasting
the chronometer.
Today a captain and durable thut Frederick Koenlg, William J. Cannon and Frederick Listman
would almost as willingly put to seu were
able to operate a Jitney from Nyack to Turrytown and back, taking paswithout u rudder as without n chrosengers and delivering various kinds of goods. The Ice was 10 Inches thick.
nometer.
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MOST ANNOYING

Death of Habitue of Cheap Lodging
Places in Denver Reveals
Big Fortune.
Denver, Colo.

When John Knowles,

an habitue of cheap rooming places
and soup houses, died, authorities discovered he hud a fortune estimated ut
$250,000. He owned the Metropolitan
ofllec structure,
building, an eight-stor- y
No
and other valuable real estate.
one knew his secret until after bis

death.
THE FLY
By Theodosia Garrison
of The Vigilantes.
1
The bearer of
Would liken to the Household Fly,
Who Is, considered ut Its best,
and a l'est.
A
"The lted Cross sells the things we
knit"
"Our camps are evil men unlit I"
These are the germs they bear about
To spread distrust and gloom and
doubt.
With Sense and Science let us try
Elimination of The Fly.

He began going to sea US years ago,
from the Barbados, In the merchant
service.

steamers; while the building of large 60 MILES IN BROKEN PLANE
numbers of American schooners means
on Increased demand for men who can Two Lives Saved in Texas by Flyer
"reef, hand and steer" on sailing vesHolding Wing In Place Until
Stanton H. King of Boston, an Old sels, where chantie singing used to
Landing Is Made.
8alt, Teaches Rookies to Sing
flourish.
Sea Songs.
The shipping board trains men to
San Antonio. Tex. With n hrokeL
serve on steamers, but if a certain per- nlrnlane. 3.000 feet above earth. MaJ.
Boston. Stanton H. King of Boston
centage ship on sailing vessels nnd C. K. Rhlnehnrdt nn.l Pnpt. J. I'hlpps
has the only war Job of Its kind.
carry with them the almost lost knack of the roynl Rrltisi flying corps, en
He is official chantie man for the of
chantie singing, they will be the bet- route from Port Worth to San Antonio,
American merchant marine.
ter
for their work, according won a thrilling buttle for their lives
His work will be to revive chantie to equipped
and reached their destination safely.
sharps on the seafaring game.
singing among merchant sailors who
Stanton H. King probably Is the
The Inst CO miles ..f the flight were
will loin the country's new cargo ships
chantie singer. made with Major Rhlnehnrdt lying out
the United States MpPjn country's
Chantie singing Is part of a weekly en- on the plane nnd holding In position a
.
ooara recruiuim
tertainment he gives Jack ashore at a wing on which the struts had broken.
quarters of which are at Boston.
The accident occurred when the men
While chantie Ing ng has declined mission of which he Is head.
The program is usually varied, nnd had flown 1ST) miles and was noted
n
BeBS' owlng t0
t o to hear Mr. King lend his sailor friends when the machine began careening.
years from salting
not being much op-- In "Shenandoah," "Bound for the Itio
Captain Fhipps, leaving the car. tried
steamers-th- ere
or "Blow the Man Down" Is to adjust the struts, but failed. Major
portunlty to "heave and haul on- Grande"
board a steamer Its revival Is consld- to understand the psychologic punch of Rhlnehard surrendering the control
Settlement of St Louis.
the
chantie.
and by holding the wing in place. u
for two reasons.
The first permanent settlement on ered important
Mr. King Is an old salt and learned
with his body nnd partly with his
lD9VTe team work when a
the site of St. Louis was established OTe . nulling on ropes, even aboard chautle singing on deep water vessels. arms, succeeded In finishing
the flight.
In 1704 by Pierre Llmieste Laclede,
according to a historian, but It was
we stnrt back another mile or so to an STEP TO VEIL TARTAR WOMEN
not until 108 years ago that the future
DANGEROUS JOB other station where the most desperate
city was incorporated as a town. MOST
cases are operated upon.
Mohammedan
Order Enlarges Hand,
Founded by the French, the frontier
"In the first week we handle the
kerchiefs to Hide Face of
post was for a time under Spanish Mcn 0 Ambulance Service Work
wounded four or five times and finally
Wives and Daughters.
domination, but was restored to France
leave them In the evacuation hospitals.
Under Fire.
and In 1803 transferred to the United
From there they are carried to the
Petrogrnd. The Mohammedan TarStates. The Inauguration of steam-tar men of Tchistonol district, province
base hospitals, usually on trains."
n
boat traffic on the Mississippi gave the Risk Their Lives to Get American
Thus the Red Cross amhu'ance driver of Kavan. have ordered their wives
a boom, and In 1822 It was In-dlers Wounded in Action to
risks his life to get American soldiers nnd daughters each to sew hnlf a
co rpo rated as a city, with an area of
the Surgeons.
to the surgeons. Lieutenant Dempsey square of extra material to the hand385 acres and a population of about
had his ambulance blown to pieces kerchiefs with which they cver their
a
decade
For
the
re
5,000.
population
Washington. Most dangerous of all
heads.
mained almost stationary, but by 1840 tne worK 0f the American Red Cross while he was a short distance away
The women long ago censed to veil;
a
wounded
man.
up
picking
reached
It had
the 17,000 mark. The
ambulance service. The drivers
,h.
but when meeting unknown men they
When
the
wounded
soldier
to
In
In
1848 gave
revolution
gets
Germany
n(j attendants of these ambulances the
took a tab of the bow formed
dressing stations or hospitals he Is handkerchiefs beneath the by tying
St, Louis another big push forward, are always under fire,
chin, and
of
best
assured
the
because
bandages
for thousands of exiles from the king- j UeuL Frank Dempsey talked Interheld the tab before the face in place
dom of the Hohenzollerns found a estlngly about the life of a Red Cross loving hands In America In Red Cross of a veil.
them. And a
refuge In the Missouri city. St Louis ambulance driver In the' Verdun sector chapters have prepared
Unluckily, as the handkerchiefs with
Cross nurse will smooth bis
also had a large Irish-borcontingent where tbe fighting has been the hot-- cheery Red
the
passing of time grew smaller, the
make
his
and
convalescence
For a time feeling ran high against test The Germans know the country pillow
tabs ceased to cover the face, and the
the foreigners. Tbe native American and are able to drop big shells with pleasant
act became only a symbol. To make it
given to the Red Cross
spirit was rampant and resulted in treat accuracy on tbe roads the ambu- - areThe dollars
again a reality husbands and fathers
100
more
than
cents' worth are
I. la noes must travel.
doing
many bloody riots.
Insisting on bigger handkerchiefs.
I
"Our work la never out of range of of good.
Hla Role.
What will be tbe handsomest and the big guns.". said be. "We go up to
"How would yon kindle the fires of
"I beard Blinkins boast that he had
trench, gather the
largo4 h hatchery In the world has the third-lin- e
T"
a stormy part In the new play."
ed on tbe eastern slope of avnnded and take tbem back a mile to romance
been
"I think tbe best way would be with
"So he has. In the big storm scene,
the Sit.. a Nevada mountains la CanV tbe dressing station. Here only the
be Is one of tbe ocean waves."
foraia, where the golden trout abound ! tgfceat bandaging la done and then love matches."
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TARRYTOWN AND BACK OVER HUDSON
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This remarkable photograph of a French chaser plane hunting the Itoches
at full speed high above the clouds Is one of the wonder pictures of the wur.
The chaser plane was flying nt an altitude of 3.000 meters, while another
pilot flying above innde the photogrnph. Though small clouds were passing
under .the chaser plane, the roads, fields nnd woods below are distinguishable.

Merchant Marine Has an Official
Chantie Man.

NYACK TO

I

FRENCH CHASER PLANE AFTER THE BOCHE

Is Only Job of Its Kind

cnt,,

First Floor Plan.
tractlveness of his home, and the architect, the painter and the decorator
assure the best results.
If left alone, even a fairly well Informed man Is likely to put a colonial
bouse on a mountain slope and a swiss
chalet on a level plain, simply because
he likes the style and has no Idea of
relations; or he may cover a narrow
city lot with an. ornamental building,
and put a plain box on a beautiful vilNo paintlage or country "half-acreing scheme will wholly overcome such
a mistake. Artistic effect Is possible
without added ' cost, the necessary
Items being taste and judgment. Hake
the bouse attractive, giving it Individuality, bnt follow those lines which experience and taste will dictate.
The same Incongruity fs often noted
In painting the house colors are chosen without regard to their fitness or
their adaptation to the style of architecture. Colors that appear well on
one bonne may be disappointing on
anctber. Oie boose may look well with
contrasts la body and trim, while the

0

FROM

I

EMPLOYEES WEAR
WAR SERVICE BADGES

-

three-windo- w

I

ent to students of the problem It presented that if an Instrument could be
devised that would keep accurate time
at sea, it would be possible to flnd the
longitude of a ship's position whenever
weather conditions were favorable.
Time at the ship could be determined
by an enst or west observation of the
sun, morning or afternoon, worked out
by accepted tables. If the time of a
given point on shore was known
aboard the ship, the difference in time
would give the longitude of the ship.
England was the first tiallon to cope
with this grent problem. In 1714 It
"Commissioners for the Discovery of Longitude nt Sea," and authorized the payment of large prizes
to stimulate research to the desired
end.
This commission existed until
1828, nnd distributed more than $500.-00In prizes.
Wins $100,000 Prize.
The chief prize offered by the commission, $100,000, was won by John
Harrison, a Yorkshire watchmaker,
who spent his life In perfecting the
chronometer.
Harrison made the best watches In
England. Although of limited education, he conducted ninny original researches In the expansion of metals,
In search of materials for an Improved
watch or clock, that would prove Impervious to changes of temperature.
Ills first great feat was the production
of a "gridiron pendulum clock," the
first chronometer, which In 17II5 be
took to the royol commission. It was
tested by the commission by being
sent on a voyage to Lisbon.
The test was not decisive, and Harrison continued to work on his chro-- ,
nometer, seeking the great prize, for a
period of 20 years. In 1701, when
years old, Harrison announced
that he had solved all problems Involved In his work. He produced a
chronometer which the commission
sent on a voyage to Jamaica, to test
for heat. It varied but two minutes
on the entire voyage of several months.
The commission demanded another
test, and the chronometer was sent to
s
of
IJurbudos, varying but
a second a week In u voyage of five
months.
Harrison hod now fairly won the
prize, but he was paid only half of it,
the chronometer being given further
exhaustive tests before, when eighty
years of age, he received the balance,

DRIVING A JITNEY

TROUBLES OF CAR

AUTO USED AS POWER PLANT
Small Machinery May Be Operated
Without Altering Car by Use of
Rigging Shown.

An automobile may be utilized to
furnish power for operating Email maConstant Squeak Is One of First chinery without altering the car In auy
way, by tho use of the driving rigging
Symptoms of Neglect.
shown. All that is necessury is to
buck the automobile up the slight Incline, und leave the gears in mesh with
MOST DIFFICULT TO LOCATE the engine running The tires transro lers, and
mit the power to the
In turn, to a belted drive pulley.
they,
If Noise Comes Only When Brake Is The wooden rollers ore 6 feet
long.
Applied It Is Evidently In Braka
Each end Is fitted with an axle, 1 foot
Bands Fault Also May Be
long, sufllclently heavy to bear the
Found in Springs.
weight of the automobile used. Two
wooden bearing boxes are built of 3
"One of the most annoying troubles foot pieces of 2 by 4 Inch hard pine,
of an automobile is thut constant bolted together and bored through tho
squeak that cannot be located," says middle, for bearings, where the two
William H. Stewart, Jr., president of
a prominent automobile school. "It Is
one of the symptoms of neglect, and it
cries out to you every time the car
Bwuys or strikes a rough spot or turns
a corner or starts or stops or seemingly does anything else. At every
move, there Is a cry of protest, which
is all the more maddening because you
cannot locate it. If the squeak comes
only when you upply the brakes It Is
evidently In the brake bunds, but
other squeaks ure not so readily loUtilizing Car Power.
cated.
May Be in Springs.
faces come together. Small holes nr
"The next likely place Is In the ulso bored down
through the top pi ecu
springs arid spring shackle bolts. The for lubrication. The rollers nre assemare
habitually neglected and bled with, .ring washers against their
springs
so run dry. In order to prevent this
cnils and the bearing boxes are bolted
the leaves should be greased ut least
with two braces. The pulley on
a
once
month. Jack up the frame to together
the projecting end of the driving uxlu
take tho weight of the car off the Is set with n setserew.
springs. Spread the leaves apart, one
A
slanting platform, ns shown,
by one, prying them open with a cold makes It easy to back
the car on
chisel or metal handled screwdriver the rollers. The distanceup between the
hammer. rollers
driven by a medium-weigh- t
depends on the diameter of th!
This will chip off some of the paint, wheel of
the car being used, but for
hut that is unavoidable. Then spread general purposes a space of 18 Inches
graphite grease between the leaves by between the two sets of bearings will
means of a thin knife or a hack saw
room for the average auto
give
blade. As you cannot reach all the wheelample
to come well down between the
way to the center where the clips hold rollers nnd Insure good traction. Popthe springs firmly together, use cylin- ular Mechanics Magazine.
der oil mixed with a little flake graphite. If springs nre badly rusted they
should be removed nnd the rust filed LESS TIRES USED IN WINTER
off a dirty Job and a tedious one.
They may then be properly greased be- Motorist Does Not Let Out Air During
fore replacing.
Extremely Cold Weather and
"There is a special tool on the marThey Last Longer.
ket which may be used to spread the
The winter season seems to strengthspring leaves without jacking up the
frame. It works as a double wedge en the properly inflated tire.
Undcrinflatlon is responsible for a
and Is very satisfactory.
large percentage of tire expense. Most
Quick Method Suggested.
"If time presses use tbe following motorists think that during the summethod: Wipe dirt off springs with mer months they should ride their tires
waste and kerosene, using plenty of nt low pressure to prevent blow-outkerosene and guiding It down the sides The decrenslng of the pressure does
so that It may run In between the not decrease the heating of the tire,
leaves. This It does readily, as it Is but, rather lncrenses it, as the sldu
not repelled by the rust Wipe off the walls are subjected to a greater bending strain and friction between the laysurplus and then pour some medium-bodie- d ers
of fabric generates heat. Due to
cylinder oil over the springs,
the fabric cracks
this excessive
guiding It down the sides in the same and loosens flexing,
up to such an extent that
manner. The oil alone would be rethe tire becomes weakened. The crackpelled by the rust, but the kerosene ed nnd
chafed fabric ruins the Inner
has an affinity for it, thins it und it
runs In fairly well. Stand on front tube. During the winter season the
motorist does not let the air out of his
spring hangers and rock car or do the
same from each running board. Tins tires, as he does In the summer, but
his tires to have n greater and
action will help spread the oil and so allowsconstant
air pressure; hence, the
more
flnd the squeak if it is anywhere in the
percentage of tires consigned to the
springs.
heap Is much less In winter than
"Next turn your attention to the scrap
summer.
in
hood and mud guards. Raise each side
of the hood and see If the strips of
rawhide are in place. If they are KEEPING AUTO ENGINE WARM
worn through or missing they must be
replaced. A little neatsfoot oil might Electric Device, Which Consumes One
Tenth of Kilowatt an Hour,
be rubbed into them us an extra preSolves Problem.
caution. Close hood and see if metal
touches metal at any place. A light
The problem of keeping an automotouch of graphite grease should be
applied here and there and particularly bile engine and rndiator warm during
along the hood hinges and where the the coldest nights, without tbe necesrod touches dash and radiator. Now sity of heating the entire garage, has
shake the car again or try it out on a been solved by an electric engine and
rndintor warmer, which Is simply
rough road.
screwed Into any lamp socket In the
garage and plnced down In the hood of
KEEP BREATHING TUBE OPEN the
enr between engine and rndiator.
The body of the heater contains a
Hold Hand Over Screen While Engine rugged heating element which conla Running to Ascertain If Air
of a kilowatt less
sumes
Is Puffed Out.
than one cent an hour and gives off
just enough heat to keep the radiator
Make sure your breathing tube from freezing and the engine from
screen Is not clogged. Hold your baud causing trouble. The hood of the car,
over It while the engine is running and however, should be blanketed In se
see if air is puffed out. If not In- vere weather to hold in the heat The
vestigate and clean out the obstruc- heating element Is Inclosed In a black
tion. If allowed to remain It will put enameled metal shell, of a shape and
a harmful back pressure on the pis- size not unlike the ordinnry dry cell,
tons, which will cut down the power and perforated to allow for circulat'on
of the engine.
of the heated air from within.
one-tent- h

Windshields on Front Seat
Windshields have been Invented that
can be mounted on the back of the
front seat of an automobile to prevent
the drafts caused by the usual shields
Inconveniencing persons on the back

seat

Freight Car Capacity.
To double a freight car's capacity
for automobiles a Kansan has Invented a deck that when loaded. Is lifted
by four pistons operated by an electrically driven oil pump, after which
more antomobiles can be loaded beneath It

Avoid Glare of Lights.
Record Speed of par.
To protect a motorist from the glare
A new automobile attachment makes
of the approaching headlight a shield
wonnd on a spring roller, to be at- a permanent record of the speed of tbe
tached to a windshield and pulled down car during the entire trip for the purInto place when needed, has been
pose of preventing speed disputes with
authorities.
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matter at the post office
Mexico, under the Act of

Are Planned
at Santa
Springer is threatened with a new
hotel, a new drug store and a new
Ma.ch t 187
'hank. The new hotel, it is said, will
jlit three or four stories in height,
M'tui riiiinti Ki Weekly State Record $1.5(1 per year
which will take our people sometime
to get accustomed to it. The drug
store will he two stories, one of them
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MAKING ANARCHISTS
dent's cabinet. He it a greater ex storage.
used for a few shelving to hold a
i),Bn f ti - President.
But he hat only one brain, ju.t .line ot highly colored Dottles, a smau
To grant the packing hou.e em- a
day would .erve one pair of handt and until there! soda fountain,with alarge prescription
ployet an eight-hou- r
dump or dumb
no bettor purpote than to reduce U a revi.ion of our calendar, he can .department
than 24 waiter to the first fl ior or co d stor- output and inereate the co.t of pro- - not pot.ibly work more
He doet not! age. and the Hostetor s and other
duction, in he mature judgment of hourt in each day
of the have
ime to attend properly and hitters departments. As to the bank
Ncl on Morrit, chairman
board of director, of the grJat pack- - thoroughly to hit manifold duties, there isn t much to say, but as the
It it b?ing government appears to be gobbling
ing house of Morris & Company. Mr. all of them important.
that up a lot of the loose change, we
of
nrgument
Morris is twenty-siany
beyond
proved
age
ynr.
see where it would get the
is
an
McAdoo
A youngar brother is president of Secretary
Anyway we are not going
tb- - company.
the
procf is being money.
man, but
.
of t
discourage any of them as com- before Judge Samuel furnished
at the expense
Testifying
is the life of trade and helps
Alschulsr, sitting as an arbitrator to America, which is denied th service- .pet-tioand better towns.
heir he dem .n;'s of the employes that is avr.il.ible for the mere ask- make bigger
and a better ing, and that America is entitled Springer Stockman.
for an eight-hou- r
dy
wag'.' scale, Mr Nelson M.rris said to hav.
Completes Classification
the net profits of his company in Not less than four men four big County
I he rlass'f icat ion of
registered men
to be engag d in the
1910 were $3.8CO,O00; that in 1917 the
olfax county has been complct- net profits increased to $5,400 00 All iantic tasks which Secretary Mo of
ed by the local hoard and notices of
employ.es are entitled to a fair livV Adoo stagger;, under, alone
Ulassificati m sent out to a' I men who
wage, the you hful and .'trui.tic Mr.
returned questionnaires, About
Morris declared. However, he point- Fverv .killed workmen in the Unit- ;
lasts
"''I .a, ". . reciassinca-i- s
ed out there iis difference of opinion rd state, enrolled for service! That
h
l'",erL'1
am
a living wage. He
to vv hat
ualj and by
wnat the Government need, and
expressed th
pie miirht consider nn automobile es
the district board for final action.
urn ti.i to fair living. Asked whetl.e-hrhis lull,1''r includes the agrictilttir-IH- t
nA CAV
Itenw of any of hi laborers,
OHIO nl industrial
rcLLUVV
and other claims not
earning $2.75 a day. owning automounder
the jurisdiction of the local
biles, replied tha he did not know
whcatless
board
and
the
cases entered hy the
and
meatless
The
days
whether or not they have automoobserved by the urttcery- - appeal officer requiring considera-rnebile. There in reason to suspect that are heitiH
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the greatest convenience get hold of boiler makers, machinto the patrons of the bank and the ists, carpenters, painters, etc. Mr.
force of employes.
Brunk was also instructed to repair
the steam shovel and outfit, which
in the yards here, but this v
is
To Extend City Limit
The first steps to bring about later countermanded, presumably beGreater Gallup were taken last night cause there is a question as to the
at the meeting of the city council ownership. The outfit stood for years
where an ordinance calling for an in the construction yard of the Alelection to vote on extending the buquerque Eastern at Moriarty, but
limits of the city a half mile in each was brought down here some time
direction was adopted unanimously. ago to save it from looters, who
The election within the city will be would have had it completely torn
held next month and the election at to pieces. It has been very heavily
which the voters residing in the ter- damaged. Estancia
ritory proposed for annexation will
be held shortly afterwards. The pro- Slightly Hurt In Auto Accident
County treasurer, Raymundo Roposed extension of the city limits
will more than double the present mero, and Fedcrico Chavez, were
larea of the city and bring in consid- - slightly injured in the Tijeras canon
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Road Is Declared Public Highway
The wagon road along the E. P.
& S. W. railroad through Mora county has been finally decided to be
a public road a..
those who have
fenced the road will be obliged to
remove the fences w'thin thirty days
after being given notice to d'l so.
we are informed.
The road is a
great convenience to many people
and why anyone should want to close
it is more than we will try to explain.
Mills Developer.

10RRANCE
Es'ancia Chapter Vis;ts Willard

The Willard Red Cross Auxi'iary
was visited this week bv memhers of
the County Chapter of Estancia. The
ladies spent the day in cutting hospital garments and giving instructi ns
for the perfection of this unit. Willard Kecord.
New Owner To Improve Railroad
Signs are beginning to
that the new owners of the
N. M. C. intend to put the road in
first class condition, and possibly
that they have in mind going further.
General Manager Richardson
was
here Tuesday,' and said that he had
bought two additional locomot'ves.
He gave instructions to Mr. Brunk,
master mechanic at the shops to hire
all the additional mechanics he could
appear-indicatin-

To Analyze Salt Lake's Products
Prof. Clark, of the New Mexico
University, was here last week, and
in company of Mr. Meyer and other
citizens interested in the Willard
Salt Lake Refining company, went
out to the lake for the purpose of
taking a small quantity of salt and
mike analysis of the product at said
lake.

JUAN

SAN

Will Improve Country Anyway
Since the taking over of the rail
roads by the G ivernment Mr. Merely
has been busy bringing all the bene- f'ts of the railroad before the government authorities, showing them
how the U. S. would benefit by the
co"! and farm products of this section, but without avail, as it is reported that Secretary McAdoo has
ruled agninst new construction of
ronds until after the war.
However San Juan County will
continue to build for the future, developing her ranches, live stock interests and natural resources, and
thus overtake prosperity. There is
no such word as fail. For over thirty
years the optifnistic citizens liave
been working, in season and out of
season, for the Southern outlet and
they will get it before they quit.
Aztec Independent.
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tion that Judge McClure is a candi-.tiodate for the office mentioned in the
An exchange says what the Kaiser Registering The Enemy Alien
first paragraph.
It is an interesting announcement, needs more is the kibosh. We dim 1- F.'CVen German alien enemies of
and one wi'h wh:ch we have no fault kn w- what that means but what- t,js country registered wHll Post-t- o
If Judge McClure modesty ever it is it serves him right. Wil- -' master Loughridgc for this county
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looking whiskers than the Bolshe- - Bank Moving Into New Quarter
do recommend hisse f mo hi ly .
viki Columbia Record.
The McKinlev County Bank will
OVERWORKED McADOO
move Monday into its new quarters
An exchange says: Once it was nn the corner of Railroad avenue
Hon. William Cibbs McAdoo. Sec- - Much do about nothings" Now it and Second street. Announcement
retary of th. Treasury, Direc'or is McAdoo about everything. Spring- - of trie change appears on page four
of this paper. The new quarters are
General of the Railroad now under er Stockman.
of the
most tastefully arranged and are very
For!ral control,
President, and holder of many other To be heard almost anywhere: "I handsome. Marble beingi the materTheof
ial used for the counters and floor.
important office. i an able man. never was a great admirer
Don't mistake our view on that ooint. odore Roosevelt, but "Las Vegas The wood work is handsomely finHm U th. atrongest man in th. Pre.i- - Optic.
ished and the fixtures are so arrang- .
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FOR SUBMISSION ON BRIEFS

Trujillo, et al, Appellees, vs. Thomas H. Tucker, Appellant, (Lincoln),
No. 2080 Allen Arwine, tt al, Appellees, vs. Thomas H. Tucker, Appellant, (Lincoln).
No. 2095 Stale of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Juan V. Lucero, Appellant, (San Miguel).
No. 2103 H. A. Seinsheitner & Co. Appellant, vs. J. M. Johnson, Appellee, (McKinley).
No. 2114 State of New Mexico, ex rel. J. N. Cobb, et al., Appellants, vs. A. C. Kaithel, et al.. Appellees, (Luna).
No. 2122 State of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Fred Leham Hill, Appellant, (Dona Ana).
No. 2124 State of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Domingo Balles, Appellant, (Bernalillo).
No.v 2126 Civile A. l'eltcrson, Appellee, vs. C. G. Chaney, Appellant,
(Chaves).
No. 2127-St- ate
of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Jose Jordi, Appellant,
(San Miguel).
No. 2133 Security Trust Savings Rank, Appellant, vs. Sam Ravel,
Appellee, (Luna).
Nn. 2134 Alfred S. Wood, et als, Appellees, vs. Sam B. Fambrough,
et als., (Lincoln).
No. 2161 C. Walker Hyili-- Appellee, vs. John L. Bryan, et al., Appellants, (Lincoln).
No. 2168 State of New Mexico, against the Persons, real estate,
land and property described in tlie Delinquent Tax list of
the Comity of Bernalillo for the years 1914, '1915, 1916, Appellee, vs. John F. Simms, Appellant (Bernalillo).
No. 2172 Stnte of New Mexico. Appellee, vs. J. A. Floyd, Appellant,
(Grant).
No. 2176 Hoard of County Commissioners Dona Ana County etc.,
Appellee, vs. Lafayette Clapp, Receiver, First National
Bank of Las Cruces, Appellant (Dona Ana).
No. 2181 W. Ii. Mersfelder, Appellant, vs. Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway Company, Appellee, (Curry).
II. Byerts, Appellee, vs. Franz Schmitz, Appellant,'
No. 2187-(Socorro).
No. 2189 Sylvia Baker, Appellee, vs. Ed. T. Saxon, Appellant,
(Union).
FOR HEARING, MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25 th.
No. 2102 James W. Normcnt, et al., Appellees, vs. Urna B. Turley,
et al, Appellants, (Santa Fe) On Motion to require Ap'
pellants to furnish sufficient cost bond.
No. 2160 Ruby Caglc, Appellee vs. Chas. E. Burt, et al., Appellants,
(Torrance). On Motions for damages and to dismiss.
No. 2197 The
Mercantile Co. a corporation, Appellant, vs. Salome Garch, Appellee, (Union). On motion
to dismiss.
FOR HEARING, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 26th.
No. 2180 Frank I'lomteaux, Appellant, vs. Nicolas Solano, et al.,
Appellees, (Santa Fe).
No. 1886 State of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Oscar Kidd, Appellant, (Mora).
FOR HEARING, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27th.
No. 2044 Alice B. Skala, Appellee, vs. New York Life Insurance Co.,
Appellant, (Curry).
No. 2064 State of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Robert L. Dtickett, Appellant, (Chaves).
FOR HEARING, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28th.
No. 2067 State of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Robert Lee Anderson,
Appellant (Quay).
No. 2071 The Board of Education of the City of Roswell, New
Mexico, et al., Plaintiffs in Error vs. Ed. S. Seay, et al.
Defendants in Error, (Chaves).
FOR HEARING, FRIDAY, MARCH 1st
No. 2093 State of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. T. Lonjiie Hite, Appellant, (Chaves).
No. 2107 City of Socorro, Appellee, vs. George E. Cook, Appellant,
(Socorro).
FOR HEARING, SATURDAY, MARCH 2nd.
No. 2108 Merchants National Bank of Clinton, Iowa, a Banking
Corporation, Appellant, vs. Edward E. Austin, et al., Appellees.
No. 2110 P. J. Gomez, Appellee, vs. Jose Dario Ulibarri, Appellant,
Dolores U. de Gomez Intervenor, (Rio Arriba).
FOR HEARING, MONDAY, MARCH 4 th.
No. 2112 J. E. Tietjen, Appellant, vs. L. McCoy, Appellee, (McKinley).
No. 2144 J. R. Tietjen, Appellee, vs. L. McCoy, Appellant, (McKinley).
FOR HEARING, TUESDAY, MARCH 5th.
No. 2113 H. G. Warthington Appellant vs. Sara Ann Tipton, Appellee, (Roosevelt).
No. 2119 The State of New Mexico on the relation of Constancies
Miera, Appellant, vs. N. A. Field, Treasufer of the County of Socorro, N. M., Appellee, (Socorro).
FOR HEARING, WEDNESDAY, MARCH Cth.
No. 2123 Bernard Boes, Appellee, vs. David Howell, Appellant,
(Chaves).
No. 2128 Stockmen's Guaranty Loan Co., Appellee, vs. C. C. Cooper,
Appellant, (Bernalillo).
FOR HEARING, THURSDAY, MARCH 7th.
No. 2137 State of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. James C. Pruitt, Appellant, (Union).
No. 2140 John Vanderford, Appellee, vs. W. W. Wagner, Appellant,
.o.
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sequences.
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for catarrh, which
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Since I have taken Penina the dropptcj in my
throat has discontinued, and my head and 1nose-ram
not ao stopped up in the morniuu.
pleased with the result, anJ shall continue to
use it until I am entirely rid of catarrh.
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market prores it, beyond question, to be the reliable family remedy, ever ready to take, preventing the aeriona effects of colds,
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proof is published from time to time and many familina hare
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FOR HEARING, FRIDAY, MARCH 8th.
vs. George B. Moss, Appellant, (Chaves).
2145
State of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Julian Romero, Appellant, (San Miguel).
FOR HEARING, SATURDAY, MARCH 5th.
2148 State of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Grover C. Johnson,
Appellant, (Union).
2155
James K. Moore, Appellee, vs. The Mazon Estate Incorporated, Appellant, (Bernalillo).
FOR HEARING, MONDAY, MARCH 11th.
2159 L. M. Crawford, Trustee, Appellant, vs. Cahrles A.
et al. Appellees, (Dona Ana).
2164
State of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. William N. Boyles,
Appellant, (Grant).
FOR HEARING, TUESDAY, MARCH lZth.
2165 State of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Cecil Adams, Appellant, (Grant).
2170 Acequia del Llano et al., Appellants, vs. Acequia de las
Joyas del Llano Frio et al, Appellees, (Santa Fe).
FOR HEARING, V.'EDNESDAY, MARCH I3th.
2132 J. R. Stanley, et al., Appellants, vs. B. H. Wixon, et al.,
Appellees, (Chaves).
2139 D. II. Mojre, Appellant, vs. A. O. Collins, et al., Appellees,
(Chaves).
FOR HEARING, THURSDAY, MARCH 14th.
2174
The Pecos Valley Trading Company, Appellee, vs. Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Ke, Railway Company, Appellant,
(Chaves).
2192 Ella Harris, Appellee, vs. VV. E. Friend, et al., Appellant,
(Chaves).
FOR HEARING, FRIDAY, MARCH 15th.
2175 Emil James, Appellant, vs. The Board of County Commissioners of the County of Socorro, Appellee, (Socorro).
2178 John Rucb. Appellant, vs. Harry J. Rehder, et als. Appellees, (Bernalillo).
FOR HEARING, SATURDAY, MARCH 16th.
2179 T. J. Ford, Appellant, vs. Harry J. Rehder, et als. Appellees, (Bernalillo).
2188 Lila M. Enfield. Appellant, vs. M. C Stewart, Sheriff etc.
Appellee, (Eddy).
FOR HEARING, MONDAY, MARCH Ifthl
2052 Henry W. Osborne, Appellee, vs. William Banto Osborne,
Appellant, (Curry).
2062 The Town of Anton Chico, et al. Appellees, vs. The New
Mexico Live Stock Co, et al. Appellants, (Guadalupe).
FOR HEARING. TUESDAY, MARCH IJth.
2200 Susie S. Pace, Appellant, vs. Mark D. Wight, Appellee,

No. 2142

1

mcct-seve-

2079-Franc-isco

W.

No.

Gueraxateed by

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25th.

n

enjoy this real

full of flavor just as good
as a pipe.

v

Docket of appealed cases for hearing is more than twice as long
as that of any previous year- -

.

,

--

Supreme Court Convenes
Monday for 1918 Session

No.

State of New Mexico, Appellee,

The'First National Bank of Las Cruces, Appellant, vs.
D. F. Baker, et al. Appellees, (Dona Ana).
FOR HEARING, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 20th.
No. 2004 State of New Mexico, Appellee, vs. Jessie O. Starr, and
Charles Schmidt, Appellants. (Dona Ana).
No. 2196 Bessie G. Stephenson, Appellee, vs. The Board of County
Commissioners, Socorro County, Appellant (Socorro).
No.

1973

CLASSIFIED

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

LAND FOR SALE.
t KGt IRAll

land north of
xi u ran
irdshurg. Plenty uf water fur stuck and
firming. Includes best farm land in south
estern New Mnaico for wheat, beans, corn,
a anil hay.
Fenced and cross fenced,
tut a toerange
area adjoining. No. 136,
State
Record Santa Fe, N. M.
I-

320 acres patented
GREAT
BARGAIN
homestead land and three sections leased
school land, all adjoining public domain
extending for miles, on all sines. Abundance
of grass, native hay has been cut on this
Thi s place and
place during past years,
adjoining ran ire will accommodate thous
ands of head of cattle or sheep. Patented
land adjoins atation on E. P. 9t S. W.
R y.
School house 300 yards from build
in its. nine months school.
This is an ex
Price $10.00 per acre
ccptional opportunity.
lor the patented land, school land leases
thrown in; terms half cash and half nn
Fine opening for mercantile
easy terms.
business as this is station for immense
No. 168. State Kecord,
country.
ranching
' Santa Fe. N. M.

STATE OP NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND
LINCOLN

A

Sale

COUNTY.

)ffice of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
Notice
ia tierebv riven that nursuant
to the provisions of an Act of congress,
aoo roved
June 20. 1910. laws of the
State of New Mexico and the rules and
rf dilations of the State Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer

at public sale, to the highest bidder, at
M., on Tuesday, March 26th,
town of Carrizozo, County of
Lincoln, State of New Mexico, in front of
the court house therein, the following described tracts of land, viz:
Sale No. IMS

-

IS7S

-

NF.WSEK.

Sec. 24; T. 24

-

SALE

9 o'clock A
1918 in the

No.

S., R. 4 W., containing 40 acres.
Then
arc no improvements.
Lot 1, EVJNW. NEM
Sale No. IMt
V'jSEW, SESEtf, Sec. 19; T. 26 S., R.
E., containing 3''7.46 acres.
There are n
improvements.

-

Sale No. IM1
Sec. 20; T
SWtfNEW.
S.. R. I V
SEMSWM, Sec. 31; T. 2
S., R. 2 E., containing 80 acres selected fm
the Santa Fe a ml (irnni Cmi n I y Rail roa
Bond Fund.
The improvements consist e
icncing, value aoj.w.

28

No bid on the above described tract i
land
will be accepted
for less that
THREE DOLLARS ($3.00) per acre whict
is the appraised value thereof and in ad
dit inn thereto the successful bidder mus
pay for the improvements that exist ot
ine tana.
of

SWjNE, SMNWM, NWtf Each of the above described tracts will hi
SVVtf, NjSEtf, Sec. 29; Lot 4, Sec. 19; offered
for sale separately.
SEtfSEX, Sec. 27; VVNEtf, NJ4NWU, N
Good five room house in
Sec. 30; NEKNEM. Sec. 34; T. 5 S.,
Cost $2,000, will take $1,700. No. SWJd,
The
above
salr of lands will be suhjrr
R. 18 E., S'jSWtf, Sec. 26; SMSEJ4, Sec. 27;
12. care State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
the following
terms and conditions
NMNF.U.
Sec. 35: N'SWU. SEV4".
v,a:
Sec. 11; T. 6 S.. R. 18 E containing 1122.30
E
320 acres, 0
BARGAIN
acres
ana
re
tor
tne
anta
urant
selected
for land selected
miles from Mills, New Mexico, and 15 miles
for the Sanu
Railroad Bond Fund. No improve FeExcept
and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
from Roy, New Mexico; good roads, land County
t lie
half is sandy ments.
successful htiMrr mum pay to t h
Eood for farming and gracing;
Public land., or his agen-oand half black soil. 90 acres broken fur
Sale No. IMC
WKW& Sec. 17; All of 'ommissioner ofsale.
of th
cultivation, well with good water, 200 acres C
Alt
ID.
.'""
Sec. 30;
Sec. 19; WKW
jwh
of the tract adapted to farming and balance
29; AH of Sec. 30; All of
WiWa, T.Sec.
to grazing; price $9.00 per acre,' No. 106, Sec.
'"terr.. in advance for the bal
S k. 11 E., containing 3042.44 P"r cen
6
31;
State Record, Santa Fe, N. If.
?f ,ucn
pr.ee. the fee,
acres. The improvements consist ol fenc
'
Vl
ing, vslue 1656.00.
OVER 75M ACRES with plenty of water,
a''' amounts must bwith timber for stock protection, located
Sale No 1M7
N'Sv5 Sec 22 T 8 S !racn anf a"
ear two rsrfTroad s, particulars on request R. 10 E., containing 160 acrt. stlccttd (or
'? " "" nl1 crttitw"id amount.
'
'
-- No 64. State Record. Santa Fe, N. M.
?'
the Santa Ft and Grant County Railroad
h',."mT
.lh'm Z" 'i' ""-'- '".II "r,",u"
Bond lund.
There are no improvement.. f"d.t,n
HI I Mr DliKlINC BUI
REAL ESTATE WANTED.
(l ,1('W .ll('H"
execute
Sale No. 10M
All of See. 16: SEVi Sec. cessful bidder lines no
WANTED
n . in tract within thin y ilavs after it has hert
About three sections of leased in. kt i y UTuciiri
rwcriz c
land with plenty of grass and water. Desire
a location where cattle can graze all the Sec. 24; W'S,
Sec. 25; Al ol Sec. "
.' of
i.
"' "P""" nll" paym.nu
n.'
Ft4liwWW,,
mly
SWU Set 27- - F'SK'
year round. Please give full description '6- F'
of water supply, buildings and other im
v
care
No.
'
in
first
letter.
138,
"
:
.
:
3
11:
All
ot
Sec.
N'1.WW.
provements
Spc.
htjj.
State Record, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
KUSKK. Sec. 12; N.NF.tf. NWV. Sec. 33; V.:..
"l".rJ"'",."
4- 11
8 S..
All of Sec 35;
Sec 36;
u
,0 prov,de for the
any
HAVE IZ5.WS to SSO.MO worth of good Denver &c
hePexp.ration
of thirt
at
'P"11
b8,ww
Ni'
Broperty. to trade for cheap New Mexico
1
C
901
Gas
361
S" R'
E" ConUn,n1mtereM
grazing land. Stanley M, Barrows,
nn deferred payments al the r.t,
TlItnorovenients
acrcH.
.. Li. it
and electric tfldg., Denver, colp. no. m
ui luur ocr cent oer annum uuv.HMr
well, tank and fencing, value $3850.00.
advance on thr anmve vary of the dat'
(if
be
credit
I AM SEEKING TO LOCATE
partial payments to
Range fot
Sec. 19; T. 9 S., ed contract,
Sale No. 1061
nn the anniversary of the date o
leaie lufficient for 600 to 800 .heep. What R. 8 E., containingESE,
80 acres.
are
There
foil.
i wing
of
tend
contract
next
the
date
have you to offer. 'No. 126, care Stite Record, no improvements.
er.
Santa Fe, N. M.
FOR

SALE

-

'"

Plia

'''

W'qV

?LS

WANTED
M to 100 lection, of good grazMi
ing land. Muat have running water and &t
of
it. We.tern New Mexico
' 2i
plenty
Will not pay fancy price, but acre..
No.88 .ng. value
able to handle 50.000 to 75.000 acre.
Care State Kecord, Santa Ft, N. M.

n- -

SHEEP RANGE Fine tract of sheep
range with plenty of water. Located on railroad.- 10c. per head per
month. No. 147. Care State Record
Santa Fe. N. M.
Thro Mpltntia AtAA tnnrl at ft V) nii
acre or will lease for three vara for 357
ner wear. Plenty of water and arass. 7
miles from tuCiZIPcari. No. 46. State Record.
Santa Fe. N. M.
---

SALE FOUR very valuable business
lots in Deming one block and a half from
Center of town, worth $8,500.00 will take
6. Aitken; 512, South Gold Avenue. Deming,
N. M. -- No. 117.
.
(.
ACRES at reasonable price. About 100
in
acres in cultivation, good stream of water
running through the land, also warm springs
on this tract. No. 137. care State Record,
Santa Fe. N. M.
FOR

PERSONAL

"f

riii

W

tC
X''
-

26J

M

-

e.r.mt rnunty

wi)

-

-

-

"..

J",

w

r..r,.

ro

DARKEN

HI

APPLV SAGE TEA

-

IK
N';NVV"4, Sec. 24; NVV'M
Witness my hand and the official seal - Sal. No.
ec. a; l. ll s., K. 12 t., contain
State Land Office of the State ( ,n
120
Tne
re no
N-- w
or
this
Uth
Mexico,
lanuarv,
day

of the

"Pve

1918.

Look Young! Bring Back Its
Natural Color, Gloss and
Attractiveness.

Common garden sage) brewed Into a
heavy tea with sulphur added, will
turn pray, streaked and faded hair
beautifully dark and luxuriant Just
a few applications will prove a revelaIs fading, streaked or
tion If your hair
Sul(ray. Mixing-at the Sage Tea and
home, though. Is trou- recipe
phur
meaoma. An easier way is 10 s
bottle of "VVyeth'a Bag. and Sulphur

for use. This iU the oli-tirctp!-.
Improved by the addition of other InCredletlte.
U not
While Wisp, tray, faded
InfuL we all desire to retain our
youthful appearance and attractive- By darkeninr your hair with
Wyath'a Bare and Sulphur Comioun so
no one can tell, becaone it doee It
evenly. Ton Just dampen
naturally, eo
a pon?e or aoft brush, with. It and!
draw this through your hair, taking
One Small Strand at a Timet py mornina;
all gray hairs have disappeared, ana,
after another application or two, your
hair becomes beautifully dark, flossy,
oft and luxuriant.
This preparation Is a delightful toilet
requialte and Is not Intended for the
cure, mlttVatloa ar prsranttoa of ds
m

hlr

neT

Commi..ione?Tof PPuh,icnd,.
State of New Meaieo.
First Piihlication January 18. 1918.
Last Publication March 22, 1918.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR

PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND SALE
DONA

ANA

COUNTY.

i

19

s

"'l,
-

E

'6i
-

A",'

There are no improvement a.
on the above described tract
nf lati'i w
be atcrpt ed for k s
than
THRKE DOLLARS ($3.00) per acre whicr
i
the appraised value thereof and in ad
ditinn thereto the auccetiful bidder nma
pay for the improvements that exist or
the land.
at ret.
No

hid

Each of the above
will be offered

!and
iy.

the Commitsioaer

described tracts ox
for sale- - separate

of Public
The above sale of lands will be subject
to the following terns and conditions
Santa Fe New Mexico.
via:
Is
that
Notice
hereby given
pnrinant
t oi
Exceot for lands selected for the Santa
.-e
m laws voagreta.
of theFc aBd
County R. IL Bond Fnnd
Stllte o( f(rw Mexico aad the rules nnta ' ,U
n ttu
MTtfnl tnAAr in n at m
reflations of the State Land Office. .the Commissioner of Public Lands, or nis acent
will
Lands
Public
offer at
Commissioner of
mnch sale,
of
the
lBf2
to the higheat bidder,
public sale,
price offered by him for the land, four
I00" r- - M- cent taterest in advance for th
?t V V Marc
M,'per
th .,0W.2f
price, the. fee,
JE? I for edvertistns? andpurchase
aooraisenient and all
hr
therein, tbTfol- - costs incidental to the sale herein, and
iowinM described tracts of land via:
each and all of ead amounts must bt
deposited ia cash or certified excaaage
Sec 21; T. 22 at
Sale No. WTf
the time of sale, and which aaid amounts
SWNE,
The and all of tbem are subject to forfeiture
containme 40 acres.
S., R. 2 E
coaaw
vainc to the State of New Mexico if the successnra
una,
improvemenis
1350.00.
ful bidder does aot execute a contract
within thirty days after it has been mailed
Sec
Sale No. If7t
SEKXW.
to hia by the State Land Office, said
NNWjt
Sec 21i T. contract to provide that the purchaser may
JS; T. 24 S., L 4 W-- H,
M S. H $ W, N& Sec
; SH. Sec 5; at his option make payments of mot less
VH. Sec
; T. 25 S., It I
of ninety-fiv- e
containtne than
per cent
1387.30 acres selected for the Santa Fe and of the purchase
arte at aay time after
Grant County Railroad Bond Fnnd. There the aale aad prior to the expiration of
are no ivprovenaesta.
thirty year from date of tea contract.
Office

Lands,

of

Gr,

l".

(n7

if

ERVIEN,

Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico,
First Publication February I, 1918.
Last Publication April 5, 1918 .

Kr

STATE

NEW

OF

will

MEXICO

a!

MTIE

Ara

Mailc.

th.

Lands,

New Mexico,
vmia
is hrrcliy
given thai puntualu
the previsions nf an Act of Cmigrts
proved June JOth, 1' 10, the laws of t h
late of New Mexico and the rules and
of t he State Land ' ffice, thr
k.ulatti.iis
r fd
.mim-iiPublic Lands, wJI of
-- r
ai public sale to thr highest biddet
o'clock A. M., on Tuesday, April
it nin
t It,
I''1X,
in the town of Raton, Count y
if
Col tax,
State of New Mexico, in front
f
tinintirt house therein, the following
lestrih' d tract of land, vii

Sale No. 108- 9- W',SK'4. SKtfSKH, Sec.
U) acres.
i'; T 2 N., K. 19ft. E.,li. containing
M. of
.T--

merchantable

4f.S,(i(0

EK',,

-

P.

to provide that the purchase) contract providing for the payment of the
vm-may ai nis option make payments ot no balance
ol
in
purchase
less than
of
five pet thirty eriuat Hnnual imtalmrnts price
with inecu I of the purchase priceninety
at any tim terest on all deferred payments at the
after the sale and prior to the expiratioi rate of four per r, nt per annum in adof thirty year from the date of the con
vance, payments and interest due on Octotrad and to provide for the payment o ber 1st, of each year.
any unpaid balance at the expiration o
The above tale ot land will be subject
thirty years from the date of the coo
iracl with interest on deferred payment t valid exist in if rm ht
raifmrnti nohi
a i the rate of four per cent
per annun of way and reservations.
payable in advance on the anniversary o
i he
dale of the contrac, partial payment
The
of Public Lands or
CommisKiunrr
to be credited on the anniversary of th his atrent hnldinu such sale rtirrvn ih
danof ihe contract next following
thr riirht to reject anv and all bid offrrl
date of tender.
at said sale.

SV,

,,,;,

MARRY IF LONELY j for results, try me
best and most successful "Home Maker"
hundreds rich wish marriage soon; strict
fy confidential; most reliable; years ex acre.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
erience; descriptions free. 'The Success
Inl Club," Mrs. Purdie, Box 556, Oaklao I
Sal
No. 17S
SWSWM. Sec. 5; SK
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
SEU
Sec.
Sec.
SEWSWX.
California.
6: SWJ4SEW,
20;
t
t
SESEX. Sec. 26; StfNWK Sec. 31; T. 6
PUBLIC LAND SALE
YOUNG WIDOY. best character and dispo- S., R. 19 E., containing 290.13 acres selected
Santa Fe and Grant County RailOTERO COUNTY.
sition, worth 135.000. ' lonelv. want kind. for the
There are no improveLos road Bond Fund.
Box 584 D.
ome loving husband.
No bid will be accepted for less Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands
ments.
Angeles, Calif., No. 157.
than FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per acre.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
BE A SPIRIT Medium, give Readings, heal
will
Each
of
the
described
above
tracts
Notice Is hereby given that pursuant
the sick: $10.00 course only $1.00 postpaid. be offered for sale separately.
to the provisions of an Act of Congress
Rev. F. A. Thomas, Medium, Author. 20
June 20, 1910, laws of the
approved
Bickerstatl street, Boston, mass.. no. iu.
The above aale of lands will be sub State of New Mexico and the rule and
H
of the State Land Office, thr
ject to the following terms and conditions re?uiuion
MARRY AT ONCE-- If
lonely; write me. via:
Commissioner of Public Lands will offet
and I will send you hundreds of descrip
to the highest bidder, ai
at
sale,
public
'
tions; congenial people, worth $1,000 to
Except for lands selected for the Santa 9 o'clock A. M on Wednesday, March
Fe and Grant County R. R. Bond Fund, 27th, 1918, in the town of Alamogordo, Coun
$350,000; seeking marriage; (Confidential), ad
Cal.-No,
the successful bidder must pay to the ty of Otero, State of New Mexico, in front
dress, Ralph Hyde, San Francisco,
127.
Commissioner of Public Lands, or hia agent of
the court house therein, the following
-- 4of thr described tracts of land, viz:
such sale,
holding
AFFINED WIDOW. 45 worth $50,000. would price offered by him for the laud, four
35, League, Toledo, Ohio.
per cent interest in advance for the balance Sal No. MM
marry.
N3( SE, Sec. 17; Nfe
;
such purchase price, the fees for ad- N'iS',. Sec. 18; All of Sec.
Ho. 170.
19;
VA, SE
.
vertising and appraisement and all costs SWtfNF.tf, Sec. 20; EVS, SVVtf, NaNWH
to the sale herein, and each and SEKNYVK, Sec. 21; All of Sec. 28; Na.
WIDOW, 34, worth $150,000. Lonely. Anxious incidental
ill of said amounts must be deposited in SES4, NSW'i, SESW!, Sec. 29; NjNW,
to marry gentleman of honorable intentions. cash
or certified each an ue at the time of SK'4NEJ4.
Sec. 30; NE, EH
Mrs. Warn. 22164 Temple St. Lot Angeles.
NESE, NJ4SEK.
sale, and which said amounts and all of NWJ4, NWNWH,
T
Sec.
Cahf.-N- o.
149.
are subject to torteiture to the state 16 S., R. 13 E., containing 43' 0.29 33;
them
acres
A
il New Mexico if the successful bidder does The
of
value
consist
fencing,
improvements
ARE YOU SINGLE? Would you mar- not execute a contract within thirty days $1803.75.
There are 8,492,000 ft., B. M. ot
it has beet mailed to him by the merchantable timber on this tract, valued
ry if suited? Let me find your ideal after
State Land Office, aaid contract to provide at $12,738.00.
successful bidder on
absolute satisfaction: Many wealthy that the purchaser may at hia option make this tract must The
pay this amount for thr
wishing marriage ; honorable con- payments e of not less than
time of sale.
at
timber
the
)f ninety-fivper cent of the purchase
descriptions free. price
fidential; members
any time after the sale and prior
Lot 4, Sec. 6. T. 18 S.
Sal
No. H57
Oakland Calif to theatexpir
Mrs. Cappel. Box-75- 7
tins of thirty years from datr R. 10 E., containing
42.17 acres.
The im
f the contract,
-- No. 112.
and to provide for the
of fencing and grub
consist
provementa
payment of any unpaid balance at the ex- bing, value $150.00.
from
of
date
of
the
thirty years
LONELY MAIDEN, of best character and piration
the contract, with interest on deferred
seekSal No. ItSg
Z'ASW'A, Sy4, WjSEH
disposition, worth $35,000, sincerely
husband. Box 584 K, payments at the rate of four onper cent per Sec. 21; KWtfNEK, NWNWjfj,
Sec. 28; T
ing kind, home-lovinthe anni 18 S., R. 10 E.,
annum payable in advance
Los Angeles. Cal. No. 165.
containing 440 acres. The
versary of the date of contract partial payconsist of house, barn, cor
ments to be credited on the anniversary improvements
FILES Everybody suffering Piles, Fistula of the date of the contract next following rals, well, reservoir and fencing, value
$2600.00.
Fisures, Ulceration, Constipation, Bleeding the date of tender.
Itching, write for free trial Positive Pain
Lot 4, Sec. 7; NMN
Sale No. 1M
less Pile Cure. S. U. TARNEY, Auburn
The sale of lands selected for the Santa WJ4SWH,
SEHSWK, Sec. 10; N'NW, Sec
Indiana. No. 114.
Fe and Grant County R. R. Bond Fund
Lots
1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. 18; Lots 1, 2, Sec
11;
will be subject to the above terms and
Set. 22; Lots 3, 4, NWJ4,
conditions except that the successful bidder 19; WJ4NEJ4,26 S.,
EARLY MARRIAGE desired by handsome
R. 6 E., containing 957.4
21
to must pay in cash or certified exchange at Sec. 30;of T.
young lady with means. Gentlemen Cal.
which S.S6 acres were selerted
of the purchase acres
CO write R. L Box 584.
the time of aale
Los Angeles
Fe
for
and Grant County Rail
Santa
the
him
four
for
the land,
No. 130.
price offered by
r ad Bond Fund.
There are no improve
I H
per cent interest in advance for ihe balance ments.
oe
re
ana
i
will
such Durchase price
MARRY; 1 WILL at once put you on the
to execute a rontract providing for
Sal No. IM1
road to wealth and happiness; strictly con quired
S!SW. Sec. S; N'X
the oavment of the balance ot such our- - Lots
fidential; The successful Cupid; Mrs. Cap chase
7; StSK, Sec. 8; NKNH
in thirty equal annual instal- Sec. 2, 3.T. Sec.
price
151.
757
Calif
Box
Oakland
R. 6 E., containing 559 8f
26
pel;
ments, with interest on all deterred pay- irres 10;selecied S.,
or the Santa Fe and Grant
at the rate of four per cent per
ATTRACTIVE YOUNG MAIDEN, 20 worth ments
There are
annum in advance, payments and interest Cjui'ty Railroad Bond Fund.
honorable
Anxious to marry
9150,000.
tii
improvements.
of
1st
on
lue
each
October
year.gentleman. K. Warn.166.2216 Temple St. Los
Angeles, Cal. No.
The above sale of lands will be subject
v?:.,?"- ?5.c- - "i
to valid exiatin. riifhts. easements, rights ?
way and reservations.
MANUFACTURER, 60 worth $5000,
v.ill
uv.vwu swii Vrurfu
35, League, Towould marry.
SKK.: VV';XE'4. ...
SEUNEM
of See. 21: . WW.
!..!
. ..
.- u il
....
01
i l.
i
lie
,i
unri
eonimii.
inui
171.
ee. ii; All ol Sec
i tV5,
le
ledo, Ohio.-N- o.
,,.iSCC.
hi.
t".IVV,
h,.t,,r,
.rli
reieci ani and all bid. offeied ,; NE''- - N'WX. SHSWM, Sec. 25; WH
'right to..II
26
SENWX, S!',. NES4XEH.A Sec. Rrc
l.t
..id
, XWj;,
M o(
n M o( Sc;
o(
1
T.
All
of
All
Sec.
Sec.
of
34;
35;
Possession under contracts of sale for .'3;
t.. containing 86411 acres. inert
th. .w.. .Ieer,herf inn. ill k. .iv,n
no
ate
improvements.
on or before October 1st, 1918.

ROBT.

contract

MTIE

Til--

v'Aii 'F'

The Commissioner of Public Lands or
his agent holding auch sale reserves the
right to reject anv and all bids ottered
Poaaession
at said sale
under contracts
l sale for the above described tracts will
be given on or before October first, 1918.
Witness my hand and the official seal
if the State Land Office of the Slate of
New Mexico, this twenty-fourtday of
lanuary, ivib,

The sale of land selected for the Sann
Possession under contracts of sale for thr
and firant Count v Railroad Bond Fun
above described tracts will be given on
be subiect to the above terms an
r before October
1st, 1918.
conditions except that thr successful bid
ler must pay in cash or certified ex
Witness niv hand and the offirinl
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
o of the State Land Office of the State of
change at (he time of sale
the purchase price offered
by him fot new Mexico,
this 1st day of rcbruary.
PUBLC LAND SALE
the land four per ceni interest in ad 1918.
vancr for the balance of such purchas
ROBERT P. ERVIEN
GRANT COUNTY
will
and
br required to execute
Commissioner of Public Lands of the
price
providing for the payment of thr
State of New Mexico.
of
Office
thr Commissioner of Public contract
balance
of
ii First Publication February 8, 1918.
such
price
purchase
Lands,
annual
with in Last Publication April 12, 1918.
instalment!
equal
thirty
New
Mexico.
Santa Fe,
teres, on all deterred payments at th
Notice
is hereby
iriven that pursuant rate of four
per cent per annum in ad TWO THOUSAND
s
to the provisions of an Act of
acres in a solid body
vance,
and interest due on Octo
etween
Mcintosh and Moriarty, Torrance
approved June 20th. 1910, the laws of the ber 1st,payments
of each year.
State of New Mexico, and rules and reg
title clear, every
ounty, all under
ere can be cultivated, good pure water
ulations nt tne .Mate i.ann (if nee. the
nbove sale of land will be subjec
n
f'nmmissinner of Public Lands will offer toThr
section
at 10 to 60 feet,
every
quarter
valid existing rights, easements, right
alf to th
httrhesi
bidder nt of way and
publii
xcepting two quarters on which the wells
'
reservations.
2 o'clock
90 feet, one good two story six room
P. M.f on Thursday, April 25th,
ire
.
.. r c:i..- :u
into
i 'jo,
muse, one five room house and other
in i i.iic itownu ii .Oliver
The Commissioner of Public
vuuiny ui
Lands
Grant, State of New Mexico, in front of the his agent holding such sale reserves thoi maPer houses. No. 52. State Record, San-- a
house
court
describthe
Fe, N. M. This la All Good Bean Land.
therein,
following
ROBT. P. ERVIEN
right to reject any and all bids offeree
at said saie.
Commissioner of Public Lands, ed tracts of land, viz:
u)
mr
Mexico
NVS, SF., Sec. 24; EH,
..Sale No. 10M
Possession under contracts of sale fnr
irst Publication January 18, 1018.
EDWARDS &
her. 25; T. 15 S., K. 11 W., Lots 2, 3,
described tracts will be given or
ant run. .cation March 22, 1918.
ATTORNEYS-AT-LA4. Sec. 1; T. 15 S., R. 20 V., SW. Sec. or before October
1918.
1st,
20
16
R.
.15; T.
S..
W., NEH, Sec. 22;
OFFICEi
Sec. 23: All of Sec. 26; T. 17 S.,
Witness my hand and the official sea
R. 20 W.. containing 2117.75 acres, select-he State Land Office of the State o Corner
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Palace Jk WasbtaftOB
for the Santa Fe and Grant Count y 118.
Kaiirnau
itond rumi.
New Mexico,
j nere are no imNOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
this 1st day of February,
Santa Fa, Naw
KnBKRT P. ERVIEN.
provements.
Commissioner
of Public Lands of
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
1091
Sale No.
W'AVM, WM. SEM. Sec,
State of New Mexic
9; SEVaNEtf. Sec. 20; T. 17 S., R. 11 W., First Publication February 8, 1918.
COLFAX COUNTY
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS
I here are no imcum nintni? 54V.UJ acres.
Last Publication April 12, 1918.
ilnr nf the Cum mm sinner of I'uhltt provements.

in her "n tins tract valued at $697.50,
Railroad Ilnnd Fun.
ho
h,
R' 14
?;
I lie
above sale of land will be subject
con,a,n:ng,,f1-2condition, eic- - pt that the ..trcen.ful hid
,,
a the lollowing terms and conditions, vit
must pa
cah
.xchaB,
jmproveminl.
l)r
,
,
a, he
,h(.
,inc..n,n
No hid nn the land will he accepted for
price , offered !y him for the land
All of Sec. 16; T. 12 S., ' chase
Sal. No. 1071
f
than LIVE DOLLARS (5.i
per acre,
in.r(.,, in advance for th.
R. 1, K.. contatnmK M0 acre..
Improve- of ,mh pllr,.,.,. ,,ricP ani) win h. which is the appraised value and in addiiii t ii ib (.mi si ai ui i iicing, vdiuc qzw.w.
i hereto
tion
the successful bidder must
a
execute
to
contract
required
prnvt'tim
fnr the payment nf hc balance of such pay the above stated amount for the timber:
Sale No. l$1Z
All of Sec. 32; T. 12 S.,
bidder must pay to the Com
pun hase price in thirty ronal annual rn the sucrcs-iluK. 17 E.( containing 640 acres.
Improvewith interest mi all dfferrrd pay tni:i"nir "( Public Lands or Ins aucnt
ments consist of house well and fencing, stalmt'nts
such
nf
hnldini;
the
ments
fmr
at
r.iie
rent
salt, the entire amount bid
pe
per
value $7250.00.
he land,
the amount estimated a:
ami iilteres' for
annum in :rlvan'i pnyim-nhe value of the timber, the
for ad
due
on
of
each
Octnher
1st,
year.
Sale No. 1071
Lots I. 2, Sec. 3; T. 13
si nn and appraisement, and' all costs
S., R. IS E., cnntaillintr 79.60 acres select erl
.o the sale h.Toin ami ctrh an.l
The above sale of lands will he subject iii, i
for the Santa IV athl Grant County Rail- to valid existing right s. casement s, right all ol sail! amounts must h. tl.positrd in
road Bond
rnnd.
Improvements consist of way and
cash or certMi.,1 exchange at the time of
reservations.
" 2 houie barn, well, windmill tank cor
ral, and ft tiring, value $10,650.00,
The Commissioner of Public Lands ot
The above sale of lands will be subject
his
holding such sale reserves th
Sale No. 1074
Sec. 23; T. 7 S.. ritfht agent
to reject any and all bids offered j valid, t xistitiK rights, easements, rights
R. 11 K., toiiuininK
lf0 a.r s.
Improvet
at said sale.
way and reservations.
ments consist of fencing, value $165. J".
Fhe Commissioner of Public Lands or his
Possession under contracts of sale fot
No bid on the above described tracts the above described tracts will be giver
Kent hldtnK stub sale reserves t he right
11
of land will be accepted
for less than on or before October 1st, 1918.
bids ollered at said
le.
Possession under contracts of sale
THREE DOLLARS (WOO) per acre which
above
the
described
adtracts will be
Witness my hand and the official seal ot
is the appraised value thereof and in
tven on or before October first, 1918.
dition thereto (he successful bid tier must of the State Land Office of the State
U r
on
the improvements that exist
this 11th day of January
Mexico,
pay
Witness my hand and the official seal
1918.
the land.
t
the State Land Office of the State ot
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
New Mexico,
this twenty ninth day of
Commissioner of Public Lands,
Sale No. 1S7S
NWXW.
E"1NV,
State of Vw Mexico January 1918.
Sec. 29; T. 5 S.f R. 19 E., containing 120
ROBE.IT P. ERVIEN,
acres selected for the Santa re and firant Pirst Publication January 1R, 1918.
Commissioner of Public Lands,
County Railroad Bond Fund. There are no Last Publication March 22, 1918.
-Io bid will be accepted
State of New Mexico.
improvements.
for less than FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per
First Publication
I, 118.

ri'

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.

.L

unpaid bs la tiff at ihr Rpirannn of thin
uu u pruviue
tm i he payment
of ani
rars from the date of the contract, will'
hi ere at nn deferred pity men a at the latr
i
lour per cent per annum payable in
dvant-on the anniversary of tne date ot
i
m tract,
partial payments tu he
n i he
anniversary of the datr of contract
icxt following
the .lute ol lender.
The sale of land selected for the Santa
and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
ill be subject to the above terms and
nnmtions except that tm successful bid
ler must pay in cash or certified exchange
t the time of sale,
of the purhaae price offered by htm for the land,
our per cent interest in advance for the
talnnce of such purchase price and will be
equired to execute a contract providing
or the payment of the balance of such
jurchase price in thirty eotial annual intalments with interest on all deferred pay
nents at the rate of four per cent per
.nnum in advance payments and interest
'ue on October 1st, of each year.
The above sale of lands will be subject
o valid existing rights, easements, rights
f way
and reservations.
The Commissioner of Public Lands or
lis agent holding such sale reserves the
tght to reject any and all bids offered
t said sale,
Possession under contracts of sale for;
he above described
tracts will be given
n or before October
1st, 1918.
Witness my hand and the official seal
f the State Land Office of the State of
Vrw Mexico,
this 11th day of January.
'918.

February
Last Publication April 5, 1918.

T.

Sale No.
IK

S

-

1092
R. 10

SEtf. Sec. 21;
containing 210 acres.

VNF-!4VV.,

Improvements consist of house,
mill,

and

fencing,

value

STATE

well, wind-

NOTICE

$840.00.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Office Capital City Bank

OF NEW MEXICO
FOR

PUBLICATION

'

Eldf.
N.w Malic.

Sant. F..

-

PUBLIC LAND SALE
Sale No. 1093
E'iSF.tf. Sec. 17; SK'4
NEJ4, Sec. l'Jj NEJ4. NKtfNWJi. S'j NW!4.
LUNA COUNTY
10
W
Sec. 20; T. 18 S., R.
containing 4U0
There arc no improvements.
acres.
Office
of the Commissioner
of 'Public
Lands,
Sale No. 1094
VVSWtf. Sec. 33; T. 18
New Mexico,
Santa
Fe,
80
11
R.
acres.
There
W., containing
S.,
are no improvements.
is hereby given
Notice
that pursuant
s
to the provisions of an Act of
Sec, 19; SWtf approved June 20th, 1910, the law 4 of the
Sale No. I09S
SEjSE,
NK4. SKJ4NWJ4, SW'tf. VVSEtf. Sec. 20; State of New Mexico, and rules and regSec. 29; T. 18 S., R. 12 W., ulations of the State Land Office,
tlie
NWJ4NWJ4,
of Public Lands will offer
Commissioner
l here arc no imcontaining 4UU acres.
at public sale to the highest bidder at
provements.
9 o'clock A. M., on Friday, April 2tth, 1918,
Sale No. 199C
2; WK. in the town of Deming, County of Luna,
SWtfSWK,
VVJ4, EWSK'4, State of New Mexico, in front of the court
W',SEtf.Sec.Sec. 11; WVSNEH,
Sec. 14; NKJiNW, limise therein, the following described tracts
Lot 1,
13;
of land, viz:
Sec. 23; NVSNWtf, WtfSVVS,
Sec. 24; NjNVVM. Sec. 25; T. 1ft S.. R. 13
1599.99
acres.
Sale No. 1129
All of Sections 16. 17:
W., containing
Improvements
consist of fencing, value $115.25.
E'1, Sec. 18; Ey2, EWVS, See. 19: ' All of
Sections 20, 21; NK'4, Sec. 27: AH of Sec.
Sale No. 1097
SEiaSWja.
SSEia. c.
9; T. 18 S., R. 14 W., containing 120 acres.
?:
there arc no improvements.

-

BIG EATERS GET

MET

-

-

W,

SESW.

-

f

tiVl

lJu &

Lot 4, Sec. 3; Lots 1, 2, 3, ti.ms "9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. 20! 21
1, 2, 3, 4, Sec.
Sec. 31; All of Sections
'6, 27, 28, 29;
5; Lot
,; sw'NKji. W,SK'4.
Sec. (,'; li K'Xk w', 32, .13, 34; T. 2.1S., R. 11 VV., , contaijiitig
NI'S l''695.06 acres.
7. sWWNWii VJ'WA Sec
Improvements cnnMsf of
j
well windmill,
corrals, troue.bSi reservoir
nee. ju;
;
rtec.
.NtV4,
i. vi alicl fencing, value V'75.00.
IS., K. U W., containing 1045.71 acres. There
Sale No. 1121
arc MlJ improvements.
All of Stc. 7; Ej;, !Scr.
. 18; T. 23 S., H. 10 VV., All ol Se.:li.-.'II.
Sec.
13,
14, 23; WW, VVJ,1'
Sec. 25'; T. 23
Sale No. 1099
'NWti, NNE4.
1j ki,
T. 2U S., K. 11 W., containinn 240 acres. S., R. 11 VV., containing 4639.04 acres. Im- , rnn,i'
flf
.in provements consist of well, windmill,
cor- i,.rini,
rals, tank and trough, value $450.00.

Sate No. 1098
4, Sec. 4; Lots

8,

nrn'j,

a

f

-

TROUBLE

Take a glass of Salts before hreak&rt
if yoar Back hurti or Bladder
bothers you.
The American
guard ronfllantlv
i

rich.

mr--

,ml women im.f
Kidney troubk.

n"tirst

Our b!o.l is .il.' .d with uri

nut. tlif y weaki ti fiom ovi-- i work, beoom
Bli.ph; theisi tiininaiive taueB clog ail'
the result
kidney trnble, bladde
wviiknens anil a yct'crnl liec'ine in healtt
When your kidimya feel like lump c
hud: your back l uiln or the urina i
iJomly, full of fjeilinient or you ar
iiblipe,! to seek relief two or three time
during the nifjlit; if you rv.fTer with sic!
headaelic or ui.y, nervuim gpellg, aci
Huimacn, or you navij ineumatism wnea
tile weather is tail, L'ct from vur i hivr- -

Sec. 12; T.
Sale No. 1122
All of Sections 21, 22, 26,
Sale No. 1100
NW&SWK,
S., R. 13 W., containing 40 acres. There
.
no improvements.
Improvements consist
taming 5120 acres.
of well, windmill,
corral shed reservoirs tuk: a taLlL'biontiful in a glasa of
.
Sec.
beforn
brenkfast
watw
and
1101
for a few dnya
No.
W'A,
$682.50.
value
Sale
fencing,
S!4NEtf,
SK,
2; T. 20 S., R. 14 W., containing 573.2!J
and your kiiiimya will then act line.
-There are no improvements.
acres.
23SS'r
tmm the aciJ
?i.Tei
" piapea siul lemon juice, ooinijinecl with
SWKNE14, S',. Sec. 1; are no improvements.
Sal. No. 1102
15
360
21
R.
acres.
T.
W., containing
S.,
..... iiuiiu, unu una ueeu itseu ior penerauoiu
Rt
C l
kl.y.iii,.. pti. ...-.- .
There are no improvements.
uiiiUI
m,sh an(l
20

are

-

HnV.

-

t??

-

oll?Zr?l
i

Zn' wrGZ.Y-

hw!& SEkslkT

SKI!
1103
SWtfSWJ Sec. 21. W'A NWji,
See. 28;' NEUNCii. !...
Sec. 28; S'SX, Sec. 29; T. 23 S., R. SVVU. NE14NEU.
Wj
18
There are no 34: SE(4SVV'X SVSSEM. See. 35! T m S u
V., containing 360 acres.
8 VV., containing
720 acres, of which
160
improvements.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
acres were seiccten tor the anta Fe and
Sec.
13; All ol firant County
1104
No.
Railroad
Bond
Sal.
Fund.
There
NV4,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Sec. 21; T. 24 are no improvements.
Sections 14 and 15;
There
S., R. 14 W., containing 1760 acres.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
.
Sale No. 1125
are no improvements.
EJ4, E)4NW,
28;
T. 21 S., R. 11 VV., containing
400 acres.
LEA COUNTY
E'i. Sec. 11; S'A, Sec. There are no improvements.
Sal. No. 1105
640
20
acres.
24
12; T.
S., R.
W., containing
of
the Commissioner of Public The
Office
Sale No. 112
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10.
improvements consist of fencing, value
Lands
Sec. 18; T. 23 S., R. 7 VV., containing 320
$360.00.
acres.
consist of fencing,
Improvements
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
All of Sec. 20; T. 24 S., value ti.O0,
Sal. No. 110
Improve.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant R. 20 W., containing 640 acres.
No. 1127
All of Sec. 19; T. 2.1 S.,
to the provisions of an Act of Congress, ments consist of houses, 2 wells, windmill, ..Sale
R. 10 VV.,
containing 638.56 acres. Improveapproved June 20th, 1910, the law. oi the tank, corral, trees, fencing, value $1890.00.
ments consist of fencing and well, value
Slate of New Mexico and the rulea and
Sale No. U00A
NEtf, Sec. 15; NiJNWK. 5680.00.
regulation, of the State Land Office, the
Commissioner ol Public Land, will offer Sec. 23; T. 24 S., R. 20 VV., containing
240
'the
at
aale
acres.
bidder
to
the
htfthelt
at public
SWtf, Sec. 25; T. 24 S.,
improvements consist of R.Sale No. 1120
Ill VV., containing 160 acres.
on Wedneaday, April 17th, house, value $250,011.
9 o'clock A. M
Improvements consist of fencing, value $200.00.
1918, in the town of Lovington, County of
Sal. No. 1107
Syi. Sec. 29; T. 27 S.,
Lea, State of New Mexico, in front of the
Sale No. 1120
ImproveSVVJ4, Sec. 31; T. 25 S.,
court house therein, the following des- R. 19 VV., containing 320 acres.
R. 9 VV., containing
lftfl
ments con&ist of fencing, value $150.00.
acres.
cribed tracts of land via:
Improvements consist of clearing, value $333.00.
27
S
T.
Sec.
1100
No.
SW!4,
4;
Sal.
No.
HO
Sale
SWtfNEtf. SEJ4NWK,
Sale No. Ill
There are
NE'i, Sec. 23; T. 25 S..
NEKSW& NWJ4SEJ4, Sec. 23; T. 10 S., R. 19 VV., containing ltiO acres.
R. 11 VV., containing 160 acres.
R. 3J E., All of Sections 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, no improvements.
Improvements consist of harn, well, fencing and
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 , 35j T. 10
E'AE'A, Sec. clearing, value $550 00.
Sal. No. 1100
S., R. 34 E.. All of Sections 1, 12, 13, 24,
WjWtf,
7 S
R. 19 W., ti'A
25, 36; T. 11 S., R. 34 E., Lota 1, 2, 3, 4, 33; All of Sec. 32; T.
Sale No. 1111
NWU. See. 71 T
S
S!4SW!4, SEX Sec. 1; Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SW4, SV.'A, SEKNEM. Sec. 4; NKJ4, SWS4, HVi
Sec.
.WKEM, Sec. R. 11 VV., containing 160 acres.
Sections
All
of
SEXSKK.
6,
8,
5;
Sec.
The imWi
J,
2;
SEtf,
SJSEli,
consist of well, fencing and
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, V, 18, 19, 20, 6; All nf Sec. 7; T. 28 S. R. 19 VV., conprovements
$829.00.
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29 , 30 , 31, 32, taining 2649.63 acres, of which 1125.66 acres clearing, value
33, 34, 35, 36; T. II S., R. 35 E., containing wer caclccted fnr the Santa Fe and Grant
Sale No. 1132
Improveacres. The improvements consist County Railroad llund Fund.
33,461.34
NE'4, Sec. 31; T. 26 S.,
of well, windmills, tanks and fencing, value ments consist of house, well, windmill, re- R. 9. VV., Containing 160 acres.
Improvements consist of well, fencing and clear$11,700.00.
servoir, corrals, value $3000.00.
value ?205.00.
ing,
R.
29
.Ml of Sec. 2; N'A. Sec.
S.,
K'A, Sec. 4; T.
Sal. No. Ill
Sale No. MM
Sale No. 1133
ImproveSSEJ4, Sec. 8; T. 26 S.,
3; T. 12 S., K. 36 E., containing 959.12 17 VV., containing 301.44 acres.
The improvements consist of fenc- ments consist of 1 well, clearing, value R. 10 V., containing 80 acres.
acres.
Improveof
$170.00.
ments
consist
$450.00
well, fencing and clearvalue,
ing,
value $150.00.
ing,
Sale No. till
SWK. Sec. 18; VVtf, Ky,
SENEtf. NtfSEJ, SI'.
Sale No. 105
Sec. 13; Nfc.'4
Sale No. 1134
NEK. Sec. 15; T. 26 S.,
NEW, S'ASE'A, See. 19; All of Sections 20, 21, SWJ4, Sec. 12; W!4NWK,
K. 16 W., contain-23- ; R. 10 VV., containing 160 acres.
Sec. httf, Sec. 14; T. JO
SW!4SW'4,
22; NVi.NWKi, SW'MNW,
ImproveThere are no improve- - ments consist of well, ditch, fencing and
KVi, Nv.S'i, SW!4SV'54, Sec. 27; ti'A, ling 3'0 acres.
Sec. 28: N'A, Sec. 29; NA, Sec. 30; tit.'A mints.
clearing, vaTuc $515.00.
Sh'A, NMNWK, SKXW!4, tKSWM, wy,
WHNF.Jf,
NJS, Sec. 11; T. 28 S..
N'jSE, Sec Sale No. 1135
SEJ4, Sec. 34; T. 15 S., R. 35 E., contain-ini- r Sale No. 1112
17; T. 30 S., R. 19 VV., VVJNE, Sec. 13; K. 7 V
4525.87 acres.
The improvements con
cnnt;iinint? 3J0 acrrs.
There arc
R.
20
30
S
VV.,
T.
con
Sec.
s.
15;
ana
tio
N:XWJ4,
of
lank
impmvrmcnl
sist
house, well, winuiiull,
taitiing 320 acres, selected for the Santa
fencing, value $4837.50.
and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund.
Sale No. 113C
NWtf, See. 14; T. 38 S
R. H VV., cnniaintrtr
S!4, Sec. 1; All of Sec- - There are no improvements.
M a r
Sal. No. 100
lmpr-consist of
arin
and ri
turns 11, 12, wi, sec. i.f; t;'2,rec. 14;
SWtfNE"!, SEXNWtf, W'A v.ilut $lfin.00.
Sale No. 1113
tiA, Sec. 24; T. 18 S., K. 37 b., SJ4, Sec.
6; EM. Sec. 7; All of Sec. 8; WJ4, Sec. NVVJ4, See. 1; T. 30 S., R. 20 VV., containSale- No. 1137
There are no improveNWJ4. Sec. II; T. 28 S..
9; All of Sec. 16; W'A, See. 17; T. 18 S., ing 159.79 acres.
1 lie
R. S
ments.
K. 38 r.., containing 5115.13 acres.
V, containing 14) acres.
Impn.vf.
tt i.rinc
of
'ni
and
consist
nit
t;(
house,
irrut)bm
corrals,
improvements consist,
Sale No. 1114
SE'NW'K, KMSW'tt. Sec. v.tiue $1S7.00.
sheds, wells, windmills, .tanks and fenc
j
Sec. 30; T. 32 S., R. 16 VV.,
19;
ing, value $6090.00.
Sale No. U3A
Sec. 2, T.
W'A,
containing 200 acres. There are no improve- ?S
Sal. No. lOtt
S., R. 7 W., cnniaimntt 4S0.15 acres, j
SWyXK!, SW, W"- ments.
Tin rc arc no improvements.
SEJ. SEJ4SE, See. 21; T. 18 S., R. 37
All of Sec. 16; T. 33 S.,
.
Sale No. 1115
There arc
r
R. 20 VV., containing 640 acres. There are
No bids on the above described
improvements.
of !;md will be a'crpird f(.r less tlinri
no improvements.
TlUiKK DOLLARS
Sale No. loss
SF.tfSEtf. See. 11: T.
(S.V0H)
per acre, v hu h '
.
Sale No. 1111
U S., R. 37 K containing 40 acres. The
F.y2SVy4, VVSK, Sec. 14 the ;innrlieil
valup thtrrnf ami in
consist of fencing, value 9; 1. 27 S.t R. 20 W., containing 1U1 acres. dtfion thrrcto the urrestful bidder n .(
imrovemcnta
the improvemtnta that ems: . ni
$75.00.
Improvements consist of fencing, value pay
S15U.00.
the l.md.
No bid on the above described tracts '
No. 1117
All of Sec. II; T. 23 S
Kach of the above described
Sal
of land will be accepted for less than!
tracs w:ll
There arc he oin red for aale separately.
FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per acre, which is R. 18 VV., containing 640 acres.
the appraised value thereof and in ad- - no improvements.
above sale of land will be su'r.jrct
dit ion thereto the successful bidder must
Sale No. 1118
Sec. 19; EJ4, Sc. to the
foIMwinu
terms and coni!it:"n'.
pay for the improvements that exist on
20; NEjNWW, Sec. 29; T. 19 S., R. 14 W.,jviz.:
the land.
Ksc.pt for land selected f. r the
containing 520 acres, selected for the Santa Santa Fe and firant Coun;v K tilroa 11 md
Each of the above describrd tracts will Fe and lirant County Railroad Bond Fund.
iinl, the succcsstul btdd- r tnuM py to
( 'rttiiniissHiin-of Public Linda ir bi
There are no improvements.
The success
be offered for aale separately.
t
ful bidder will be required to pay in cash
d
holding such sal. nr. twentieth
the pri'f offend by him for the hind,
The above sale of land will be subject the entire amount bid for the land.
four p'T cent rent interest in advance for
terms and conditions,
to the following
Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, Sec. 30; ihe Iki lance of surh purchase prue, fees
Sale No. Hit
via;
T. 23 S., R. 10 VV., EJE'S, Sec. 25; T. 23 for advertising and appraist mr nt ;.tid all
each
the Bale
The successful bidder must pay to the S.. R. 11 W.. containina: 319.04 acres, select-- ! ' sts incidental
Commissioner of Tublic Lands or his agent ed for the Santa F'e and Grant County '"id all ni taid amounts mus be di posit
n
im- - ''
Bond
or
Fund.
no
of
certified
are
at
Railroad
the
such
There
cah
the
sale,
exchange
holding
time of sale and which said i mounts and
provementa.
price offered by him 'for the land, four
all of them are subject to forfeiture to the
per cent interest in advance for the bal- -if the successful
No bid on the above described tracts of State of New Mexico,
ance of such purchase price, fees for ada contract
vertising and appraisement and all costs 'land will be accepted for less than THKhh' bidder does not execute
it
'
after
has been mailed
$3.00
the
is
which
acre,
to the sale herein, each and all ' DOLLARS
days
thirty
per
of aaid amounts must be deposited in cash appraised value thereof and in addition 10 bun by the State Land Office, said
or certified exchange at the time of sale thereto the successful bidder must pay for contract to provide that the pur. has. r
and which said amounts and all of them the improvements that exist on the land. may at his option make oavment a of not
of ninety five per
less than
are subject to forfeiture to the State of
New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
Each of the above described tracts will cent of the purchase price at any time
after the sale and prior to the expiration
not execute a contract within thirty days h coffered for sale separately.
of thirty years fnmt the date of the
t
after it has been mailed to him by the
and to provide for the payment of
State Land Office, said contract to proThe above sale of land will be subjec-tbalance
the
at
of
any
unpaid
vide that the purchaser may at his option
expiration
the following terms and conditions
years from the date of the con- make payments of not less than one via.:
Except for land selected for th thirty
tract with interest on deferred payments
thirtieth of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the pur Santa Fe and Grant
Railroad Bor at
the
rate of four per cent per annum
chase price at any time after the sale Fund, the successful County
bidder must
t
in advance on the anniversary of
and prior to the expiration of thirty years the Commissioner of Public Lands pay
or hit payable
of the contract, partial payments
the
date
from date of the contract, and to provide agent holding such sale,
o to be credited
on the anniversary of the
of
for the payment
any vnpaid balance at the
offered by him for the land date of the contract
next following the
the expiration of thirty years from the four price
fot
in
cent
cent
interest
advance
per
of tender.
date
date of the contract with interest on de the balance
of such purchase price, fees
ferred oavment s at the rate of four oer for advertising and appraisement
and al'
The sale of land selected for the Santa
cent per annum, payable in advance on costs incidental to the sale herein, eacl Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund
the anniversary of the date of contract, and all of said amounts must be deposit will be subiect to the above terms and
partial payments to be credited on the an ed in cash or cert ified exchange at th conditions except that the successful bid-- j
niversary ot tne date ot the contract next time of aale and which said amounts one der must pay in cash or certified ex-- !
the date of tender.
all of them arc subject to forfeiture to thr change at, the time of sale
following
h
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State of New Mexico, if the successfn the purchase price offered by him for
The above sale of lands will be subiect bidder does not execute a contract with the land
four per cent interest in adto valid existinsr rights, easements, risrhts in thirty days after it has been mailec vance for the balance of sock purchase
of way, aad reservations.
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almost as soon as she glimpsed him,
rud she bad been watching thut bit of
road quite closely. He fllpiied the reins
to one side and turned from the trail to
ride straight up the slope to where she

THE RANCH AT THE WOLVERINE
(Copyright,

Llttl.

An Interesting and Intimate View of Pioneer Days
en the Plains
Brown A Co.)

HIMSELF AS WARD WARREN

THE STRANGER INTRODUCES
WHO HAS

A

CLAIM ON MILL CREEK

HAUNT BILLY LOUISE,

MEMORIES

HAPPY MEMORIES

pioneers, have fur twenty
Synopsis Mni'thy nml Jnsr
ranch :il tin- Cove on Wolverine
years math- n bare living nut of tlu-jcreek In tlw mountain i;ni;i
unity of Haho. "i n i neighbors, tin'
Miicl innuhls, living several miles unity, tin vt' n ilnulitrr, iiilly Louise,
now nliiiut nineteen year nlil. whom Muiihy has seen-llhelped tu
cilucalc. At tin' tlmr the story opens Hilly Louise Is sjii'iitlin' the
with .Murihy. A miiiwmiii in conns up, nti'l on her way liutni'
T
tin' (.'il l meets mi inlert ins: stranger, who Is invited to ttity overnight at the Mnclionabl ininii.
-

'

I
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CHAPTER

II
2

I wus
"No.
thinking of something
else."
She glanced at the man eying
her so distrustfully from across the ta-hl- e

Continued.

They heard linn whist ling a shrill, rollicking uir on his way to the creek
at least it sounded rollicking the way
he whistled it."
"That's 'The Old Chisholm Trail' he's
whistling," Billy Louise observed ua- tier her breath, smiling reminisceiitly,
"the very sons I used to pretend he
always sung when he came dowu the
canyon to rescue me. But of course I
knew all the time he's a cowboy.
It
said so"
The whistling broke, and he began
lo sing at the top of a clear, strong
lunged voice an old, old trail song
beloved of punchers the West over.
" hut did you say,
Billy Louise?
I'm sure It's a comfort to have blm
here, und you see be was glad and
williiiB "
But Billy Louise was holding the
door open half an inch, listening and
slipping buck into the child world

Helping the Heat and Ililk Supply I

was.
Hilly Louise, with a self reproachful
glance at the grave, ran down the slope
to meet him an unexpected welcome,
which made Ward's heart leap in bis

(Special Information

Bervics, United States Department of Agriculture.)

BE PREPARED

chest.

FOR THE WAR

"Oh, Ward, for heaven's sake, don't
he singing that come-all-y- e
at the top
of your voice, like that. Don't you"
"Now I was given to understand that
Have
you liked thut same come-all-yyou been educating your musical taste
as lr. the last week, Miss William Louise?"

..

lull of chips und started u tire, just
bhu hud done every uioruing for twenty-nin- e Ward stopped his horse before her and
years, and she put the coffeepot with his hands still clasped over the
on the greasy stove and hulled the brew saddle born looked down at her with
of yesterday, which was also ber habit. that hidden smile and something else,
She sut for some time with her head
"No, I haven't. I don't have to eduleaning upon her grimy baud and stared cate myself to the point where I know
unseeingly out upon a peach tree In the 'Chisholm Trail' isn't a proper kind
full hlt-oand at a pair of busy robins of funeral hymn. Ward Warren." Billy
who hud chosen a convenient crotch for Louise glanced over her shoulder and
their nest. Finally she rase stiffly, as lowered her voice instinctively, as we
if she had grown older within the last all do when death has come close and
hour, and went outside to the place stopped. "Jase died last night; that's
where she had been mending the Irri- bis grave up there. Isn't It iicrfectly
gating ditch the day before. She knock- pitiful? Poor old Marthy was here all
ed the wet sand off the shovel she bud
left sticking iu the soft bank and went
out of the yard and up the slope toward
the rock wall.
On a tiny, level place above the main

ditch and just under the wait Marthy
1
began to dig, setting her hroud, flat foot
'Then the chores aren't done, supuncompromisingly upou the shoulder of
und
and gurgled ngain. It was terribly
over
went
Louise
Uillv
pose."
the shovel and sending it deep into the
took u lantern down from Its nail, silly, hut she simply could not help wherein Ward Warren came singing
She worked slowly and
down tlie canyon to rescue her. The yellow aoil.
could
Ward
Warret.
she
seeing
thut
an
that
wick
Oiling
the
almly
turning up
P to washout with dead Indians so that he words came gustily from the creek methodically and steadily, just as she
"Co
eandle.
the
with
It
light
did everything else. When she had dug
the fire and thaw out," she invited tlie illicit carry her across it in his arms. down the slope:
down as deep as she could and still
In a few
o she tried to forget that the
The
huve
supper
"We'll
man.
"No chaps, no slicker, and
down m mage to climb out and had the hole
It became. She ended by leavfunnier
minutes."
rain.
the table and retiring precipitately And I swear by the Lord I'll never night-her- wide enough and long enough, she got
Instead he readied out and took the ing
awkwardly to the grassy surface and
to her own tiny room In the leun-thad
she
again,
as
boou
as
lantern from her
sat for a long while upon a rock, starComa to yl youpy, youpy-a- . youpy-a- ,
where
she
burled
her
as
as
lire
face
yourto
the
deep
lighted it. "You Ko
ing lumbly at the gaunt, brown hills
It would bo In a puffy pillow of wild Coma to yl youpy, youpy-a- !
neces-snrwhat's
do
self," he said. "I'll
duck feathers.
In the stirrups and seat In the across the river.
"Feet
outside."
She returned to the cabin at last, and,
Huddle,
He, poor devil, could not be expected
I hung and rattled with
Billy Uuiise, her fingers to know
"Wby-y"- them
with the manner of one who dreads dowhat
Just
had
amused
her
1""kc'1
cattle,
still clinging to the l'"'"'1'11ing what must he done, she went In
her so. He did know that It somehow con- Coma tu yl"
nt him. lie was staring dowu at
where Jase lay stiff and cold under the
cerned
however.
He
took
himself,
up
., i.i. i,
intent lool; she had objected Ids
"Do shut the door, Billy Louise blankets.
position mentally behind the wall
mouth
to on the trail, hut she saw his
Whut you want to stand there like
Early that afternoon Marthy went
of
himaloofness
which
stood
between
la(k
ami the little smile Unit hid
that for? And the wind freezing ev staggering up the slope, wheeling Jase's
without self and an unfriendly world, and when
of his Hps. She smile.' buck
inside!
I can feel a terrible body before ber on the creaky, homeHilly Ioulse came out later to help erythhig
on my feet and ankles, and you made wheelbarrow. In the same harsh,
knowuiB it. "I ll have to go bh'us. with
tht dishes he was sitting ab- draft
to uihk, aim
tows
are
There
know
whut thut leuds to!''
anyway.
primitive manner in which they both
cow sorbed in a hook.
So Billy Louise closed the door and
vou couldn't very well Hnd the
d lived Marthy buried ber dead. And
The next lunnilng the blizzard raged,
alone."
laid
another alder root on the coals in though in life she bad given him few
stable
so that Warren stayed as a matter of
7"
"Think not
Peter IIowIIiib Dog had not the fireplace tlie while her mind was words save In. command or upbraiding,
Into course.
over to dreamy speculations, and with never a hint of 'ove to sweeten the
ToBether they went out ugulu
so Warren did the chores given
returned,
so
left
eagerly. and would
words of that old trail song ran on days for either, yet she went whimiier- the storm they had
not let Billy Louise help the
was
where
him
in
her memory, though she could no ins away
that grave. She broke She Sat Down on the Rock Where
Itillv' Louise showed
with anything.
hear him singing. Her mother off three branches of precious peach
It fork and the liay and then
Marthy Had Rested,
longer
th
pif
'i wish we could get him to stay talked on about Peter and the storm blossoms and carried them up the slope, ,,.
full the
.
did the milking while he piled
lth . . '
all winter Instead of Hint Peter Howl- und
went
.'
.
.
this man who had ridden straight She stuck them upright In the lumpy
mangers. After Unit they
Sirs.
anxMacDonnld
said
ing
liog."
work
from tlie land of day dreams to her soil over Jase's head and stood" there .....
. ..... , .,
. .
,
..
and turned the shivering
111,
Ullll I AIIU,
It
jl
corral iously after he had B"ne out. "I Just door, but the girl was not listening.
a long while with tear streaked face, 1VUO (1 1,11
horses into the stable from the to
she she wheeled him up in the
the know Peter's off drinking. I don't
"Now. ain't you relieved yourself staring down at the grave and at the Ward,
where I hey huddled, rumps
I
She had to, of course.
wheelbarrow
think he's a safe man to have around, that he's
if cu Bieni it"
going to slay?''
nodding pink blossoms.
She couldn't carry him.
But isn't it
I didn't when you hired
Louise.
e
Billy Louise, kneeling on the hearth
tuls of lav and ''urrUtd It into their'""
lawful?"
Her hands were up, nutting
mi veil t felt easy a minute and
held the Ian- Louise
into
the
fire,
stnring
abstractedly
Louise
rode
while
down
Billy
the
Billy
singing
stalls,
I wish
with hint on the place,
you'd came buck with a jerk to reality. The rocky trail through the deep, narrow and smoothing the neck of bis horse,
tern high over her neati line a "ime...
and her face wus bent to bide the teurs
hire Mr. Warren, Billy Louise.
ex- He's little smile that had been In her eyes
not
talk
much,
did
to
the
where
hawthorn
and choke thut stood lu her eyes and the quiver
gorge
l.ihcrtv. They
for speech nice and tpiiet"
and on her lips fled back with the cherries hid the
to
when there wits t
cove.
the
oenlng
of her mouth.
"And he's got u ranch of his own. dreams that had brought It. She gave
ft'1'1
From there to the pink drift of peach
but the.v were beginning t"
Several minutes they stood there
strike me as a man who her shoulders an impatient twitch and iiin.iiu nuuinst the dull
lie
doesn't
time
the
by
of
companionship
of
brown
the
lie glow
tnlking, while Billy Louise patted the
a Job milking two cows and K"t lip.
bluff Blue galloped angrily, leaving horse
thev were ready to llBht their way wauls
absently, und Ward looked down
slop to the pigs, moiiiiuie."
"Oh, I guess he'll be more agreeable deep, black prints in the soft green of
against Hie blizzard to Ihe house, Billy carrying
ut her and did not miss one little light
"Well, I'll feel a lot easier if we hud to huve around than Peter,"' she ad- the meadow.
So fhey cuine hcudloug or shadow In her fut-e-.
Louise going before with the lantern, lilin
instead of that breed. Only we mitted taciturnly, which was as dose upon
while the man followed close behind,
just as she was knocking
ain't even got the brood half the time. lo her real opinion of the man as a the Marthy,
yell iw cluy of the grave from her
currying the two pails of ""ilk that This is the third time he's
disappeared mere mother might hope to come.
was already freezing in little crystals
Irrigating shovel aguinst the pole fence
Charlie Fox arrives on the
in the two months we've hud him.
of her pigpen.
tin.
scene and helps Marthy run the
to
When
came
think
last
and
Ward
at
to
Mr
"
you
really
spring
ought
speak
Once
In
before
her
"1 didn't unite catch your inline,
"Why, Marthy!"
place after the death of Jase.
Warren. Hilly Louise."
Warren rode regretfully back to bis life Billy Louise bad seen
Marthy's chin
ill's. Macl'oniild saitl alter they
Along comes a mystery.
on
Mill
claim
creek
was
he
not
at
all
liim
lo
anYou're
the
tuke
"Speak
and
"But
like
yourself.
that
big, slow tears
had begun the meal.
the morose Ward Wurren who had quiveringdown the network of lines on
one hat wants him," Billy Louise ansliding
other biscuit, anyway."
ridden
down
Wolverine
to
the
that
somew
hat
swered
She
adored
(TO B1J CONTINUED.)
sharply.
Marthy's leathery cheeks. With a
"Warren is my name," returned the
her mother, but If she hud to run the stormy night In January. The distrust painful slump her spirits went heavy
man, with that hidden smile because much she did wish her mother
would had left bis eyes, and that guarded re with her sympathy. "Marthy!"
ELBA'S VALUABLE IRON MINES
she bad never before given him any not interfere and
give advice Just at moteness wus gone from his manner.
She knew without a word of explaWarren.
to
tell
opportunity
He thought and he planned as other
Ihe
time.
wrong
nation just what had hapiiened. From Some of Purest Metal in the World
I've Bot a claim over ou Mill creek."
"Well, you needn't be cross about It. men thought and planned and looked Marthy's bent shoulders she knew and
Found Here, Although in Small
Billy Louise gave a little gasp and Vou know
into
the
future
dreamed
and
eagerly
thut
Peter
cuu't be
from her tear stained face and from
Quantities.
distractedly poured two spoonfuls of depended onyourself
bis
dreams
of
dreams
own,
that
brought
a
minute.
There
soil
he went
the yellow
clinging still to the
sugar in her tea, although she hated It off
yesterday and never fed the piBs the hidden smile often to his Hps and shovel In ber hand. The wide eyes of
must
be
sweetened.
"It
admitted that the Engtheir noon slop, and I had to carry it his eyes.
Billy Louise sent seeking glances up lish have not been very generous," reI've got to tell you why even at the out
the
were
Still,
those
dreams
thing
And
my lumbago has
myself.
the slope where the soil was yellow; marked Napoleon as he
ini.-of digression.
Long ago, when bothered
surveyed his
nit- ever since, just like It built upon was yet locked tight In bis went to the long, raw ridge under the
kingdom of Klbn from ths t,,n nt Its
nnd not even Billy Louise, whose
Hilly Louise was twelve or so und wus going to give me another
heart,
wall, with the peach blossoms standing
spell.
lived largely in a dream world of her You can't he
peak. Yet a man more modest
here all the time. Billy Instinct was so keen nnd so sure In nil pitifully awry uHn the western end. highest
tluin the great Corslcan might huve
own, she had one day chanced upon a Louise
or
knew
of
them
else,
things
anything
leastways
Her eyes filled with tears. "Oh, Mar- been well content with this fair nnd
you ain't and
paragraph in a paper that had come Peter"
of the blight bued hope they were built
thy! When was it?"
rlt'h little Isliilul In buv twitlilnir nt Ihu
from town wrupped around a package
upon.
"(III,
I
good gracious, mouuule!
told
"In the night, some time, I guess." title of king.
of matches. It was all about Ward you to hire the
man
If
want him.
Marthy's voice bad a harsh buskiness.
Eibn today hns come Into a new Im
V'arren. The name caught her fancy, Only Ward Warren Isn't-you"CHAPTER III.
"He was gone when I woke up. Well portance, owing to the war stimulated
and the text of the paragraph seized
Ward Wurren pushed open the door
U'y better off than I be. I dunno
Until school
upon her imagination.
and looked from one to the other, his Marthy Buries Her Dead and Greets what woulda become of him if I'd went values of its Iron mines. Some of the
tilled her mind with other things she
purest Iron ore in the world is found
Her
Nephew.
two
murks.
eyes
"Isn't
first" There, at last, was a note of here in beautiful crystuls, although
did not move or give his
hail built adventures without end In what?" he ipiostinu
asked and shut the door JASE
stifled
It
was
and
tenderness,
though
was
central
the
Marthe quuntity Is not greut enough to be
which Wanl Warren
querulous grunt when
behind him Willi the ulr of one who is
Sometimes, when she rode In
thy nudged him at daylight, one fleeting. "Git down, Billy Louise, and of nny wide significance.
figure.
for anything.
ready
been
In.
come
kinda
I
looklu'
for
her
anin
abducted
mid
yuh
The little Isle includes all manner of
the hills. Wanl Warren
April. Marthy gave
"Isn't the kind of man who wants to morning
other poke with her elbow and lay still, to come ever sence the weather oiieued little Industries in Its 10 by 12 mile
and led her into strange places, where hire out to do
Louise
chores,''
Billy
How's
maw?"
your
up.
numbed by a sudden dread. She moved
confines.
she tried to shiver in honest dread, finished and looked at him
On the lower slopes there
straight. cautiously out of the bed and half
"What are you going to do now, Mar- are fertile little valleys, and
i ften ami often, however. Ward Waralong the
"Are
Momtnie
wants
to hire
you?
was
Bill
Louise
t
to
her
across the cramped room before she thy?"
ren was a fugitive who ame
ierfectly calla- beach a tiny fishing industry manages
you."
a
of
ble
conversational
door
opening
to thrive.
for help. Then she would take him to
Besides the Iron mines
"Oh. well, I was Just about to ask
even when it had been closed decisively there tire famous stone
cave and hide him, perhaps, or she for Ihe Job,
qunrrles, and
He laughed.
anyway."
face.
on
in
"You
can't
ber
here
get
would mount her horse and lead him und the
the scenery is rugged und imposing on
distrust left his eyes. "As a
know.
Did
send
for
you
that a miniature scale. Hnd Napoleon been
alone, you
by devious ways to safety, and upon matter of fact, I was
going over to
nephew? If you haven't you must hire a philosopher he might well have
ime hilltop from which she could
I i in Larson's to
out for the rest
hang
"
till
somebody
found contentment here.
P"lnt out the route he must follow she ofithe winter and get away from the
"He's com in'. That letter you sent
would bill him a touching adieu and lonesomeness
But Napoleon was a general and a
the bills
of
The old
was
month
from
last
over
him.
I dunno builder ; instead of settling
beseech hira In the impossible
down to enTurk's a pretty good friend of mine
he'll
when
come
he's
to
liable
git here;
of some old romancer to go an
joy what the gods hnd left him, he InRut it looks to me as If you two needtime.
I
to
most
ain't going
hire stituted all manner of
any
I' ad a blameless life.
ed something around that looks like a
projects for denobody. Charlie Fox, his name Is. I velopment In his
".lase has got all gone feelings now, a man a heap more than Jim does. I
tiny
kingdom, nnd
turns
out
a
he
good worker. I've even conducted from here his least
hope
iiMiinniie." Hilly Louise remarked Irrelknow Peter Howling Dog to a
a
had
to
never
chance
git ahead any, known
Across the blue waYou'll lie all to the good if
evantly during a brief pause and rehut if Charlie '11 jest take bolt I'll meb-b- y ters to campaign.
the south of Elba is visible
lapsed into silence again. She knew he forgets to come back. So If you'll
some
outa
comfort
life yit"
git
the smaller Island of
low nnd
that was good for at least I've minutes stake me to a meal now and then and
"He ought to, I'm sure. And every fertile. Plunnsa was Pianosa.
deserted in those
f straight monologue with her mother a place to sleep I'll be glad to see you
one thinks you ve done awfully well, times on
account of the depredations
In that talking mood.
She finished her through the winter or until you get
What can I do now? Wash of Mediterranean
vlurtby.
pirates.
Napoleon
upper while Warren listened abstract- some white man to tuke my place."
dishes
and
the
straighten things up, I directed an expedition of 40 men
edly to a complete biography of the He took up the two water pails nml
guess."
the corsairs with the object of
M likes and earned all aliout Marthy's
waited, glancing from one to the other
"You needn't do nothln' you ain't a against Pianosa
to his kingdom. Ho
with that repressed smile which Billy
energy anil .'ase's shiftlessness.
mind to do, Billy Louise. I don't want adding
would have led the pirates
probably
"Ward Warren I" Billy Louise was Louise was beginning to look for In
to
think you got to slop around hard
you
'
life had not the opportunity for
shying to herself. "Ward Warren! his face.
washin' my dirty dishes. I'm goln' on
Now that matters bad approached
presented Itself that led to
There couldn't possibly be two Ward
down into the medder snd work on a escape
France and Waterloo.
Warrens; It's such an odd name. the point of decision her mother stood
ditch I'm puffin' In. You Jest do what
Well!"
looking at her helplessly, waiting for
you've a mind to." She picked up the
A Caddy Story.
Then she went mentally over that her to speak. Billy Louise drew hershovel and went off down the Jungly
ended
and
contraself
The gentleman was learning to piny
wished
by
not
she
did
She
up
primly
paragraph.
path, herself the ugliest object in the
remember every single word of It, but dicting the action. She gave blm a
cove, where she bad created so much golf and It had been too much for the
she did. And she was afraid to look sidelong glance which be was least
composure of his caddy. The caddy
beauty
at him after that, and she wanted to prepared to withstand, though, In JusBilly Louise sat down on tbe rock had made valiant efforts at first, but
where Marthy bad rested after digging by the third hole he was helpless with
dreadfully. She felt as though be be- tice to Billy Louise, she was absolutethe grave aud, with her chin in ber two mirth. The gentleman fixed him with
longed to her. Why, he wag her old ly unconscious of Its general effectiveplaymate! And she had saved his life ness and twisted her lips whimsically. The Whistling Broke and He Began cupped palms, stared out across ths a cold eye and said:
"We'll stake you to a book, a ban"What do yon think Til give you on
hundreds of times at immense risk to
river at the heaped bluffs and down at
to Sing.
the pink aud white patch of fruit trees. your card If yon are so silly and gighers, and be had always been her de nock and a bed If you want to stay,
voted slave afterward and never failed Mr. Warren," she said quite soberly; turned ber bead toward blm. Then she She was trying, as the young will
gle all the time? Do yon think youll
to appear at the precise moment when "also to a pitchfork and an az. If you stood still and looked and looked, her
try, to solve tbe riddle of life, and get a "good'T"
bard face growing each moment more she was baffled and unhappy because
she was beset by Indians or robbers like, and regular wages."
"No," replied the chortling caddy.
His eyes went to ber and steadied pinched and stony and gray.
she could not find any answer at all Til get a V. O."
or something and in dire need. The
were
died
bad
Jase
Intent
while
the coyotes
blood he had shed In her behalf! At there with the
"V. O.J I suppose that stands for
that pleased both her Ideals and ber
expression in
that point Billy Louise startled ber-se- them. "Thanks. Cut out the wages yapping their dawn song up on the rim reason. And then she heard a man's very good," snapped the infuriated gencore.
under
He
the voice lifted up in riotous song and she tleman.
lay rigid
and the others by suddenly laugh- and I'll take the offer just as It of the
"No, sir. V. CL. very giggly." said
ing oat load at the memory of one stands." he told ber and pulled bis hat coarse, gray blanket, the flesh of bis turned ber head toward tbe opening of
close
to
the bones, his tbe gorge and listened, ber eyes bright the abandoned little caddy, rolling oa
time when Ward Warren had killed farther down on bis bead. "She's go- face drawn
beard
tilted upward.
skimpy, gray
the ground.
ening while she waited.
enough Indians to All a deep wasbout ing to be one stormy night
Ward came Into sight through the litso that be might carry ber across to he added In quite another tone on his
Marthy's Jaw set into a harsher outthe other side!
way to tbc door. "Five o'clock by the line than ever. She dressed with alow, tle meadow, riding slowly, with both
Many Millionaires Were Poor.
well!" This heavy movements snd went out and fed hands clasped over the born of the sadAn authority on finance has been In"Is there anything funny about Jase town clock, and
Meilke dying, Billy Louise r' ber moth- last In still another tone as be pushed the stock. In stolid calm she did the dle, his hat tilted back on his bead and vestigating American millionaires, and
er asked her la a perfectly shocked out against the swooping wind and milking and turned out the cows Into b" i whole attitude one of absolute coo- - finds that aU except twenty started
the pasture. 8ne gathered an apron teat with lit, H saw Bill Louis , ure as poor boys.
palled the door shut with

Prompt Attention to Pigs at Birth Will Prevent Heavy Losses From Weather
and Give the Young Porkmakert a Good Start

AIM TO REDUCE

I

d

PIG MORTALITY

o

v

Serious Attention Demanded at
Farrowing Time to Save
Litters This Year.

long-hor- n

-

J"'

FEEDING SOWS IS IMPORTANT
Get Plans of Practicable Hog House
From Federal or State Sources-G- ood
Quarters Are One of
test Investments.
Save the war Utters I
Every owner of a brood sow, whether be lives on a large farm and has
many, or whether he Is a suburbanite
and owns one, should feel a personal
responsibility to see that the pig Utters born this spring are received
with the utmost care. That means the
matter of providing proper bousing
for tlie brood sows, and their young
should have Immediate attention. Saving every pig possible in order that
one of tlie most urgent war needs of
the nation more pork can be sup
plied, should be the aim of every man

n.
11

CI

1111 1

1

who owns hogs.

The high mortality among young
pigs In some parts of the country can
be materially reduced If proper housing nnd feed are provided for the sows.
Investigations of the mortality among
pigs on the reclamation projects show
of the
that approximately
pigs born die before reaching the weaning age. Losses on several northern
projects last season were even above
this average because of a severe season.
According to one Investigation
which covered about fifty herds, representing 930 brood sows, the average
loss was ubout 33 per cent, while some
farmers lost 50 to 70 per cent of the
pigs.
Death Rate Is Large.
That the average death rate of
young pigs, not only on the projects,
but elsewhere, is unnecessarily large,
and that losses are in a large measure
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PERSONAL ATTENTION TO
PIGS WILL REDUCE
HIGH MORTALITY.
Faithful, personal attention to

the sows at farrowing time, even

though It means long hours of

'

hard work by day and by night,
la the only assurance that the
1918 war litters can be made to

reach the necessary high average. The bog grower who is on
the job at this season will be
able to save the lives of many
pigs that might otherwise perish
in passing through the hazards
of the first few days. In extremely cold weather the pigs
will be In danger of chilling unless the hog house Is beated.
To remedy this, place a few
heated bricks In the bottom of
a basket or smaU box. Cover
with chaff or straw and put a
cloth over the top to keep In
the heat Unless the sow objects too serlouslythe pigs may
be rubbed dry with a soft cloth
and placed In a receptacle as
fast as they arrive. The details of attention which tbe sow
and the pigs need at farrowing
time are set forth In a recently
revised publication of the United States Department of Agriculture, "Swine Management,"
Farmers' Bulletin 874.
preventable, la the belief of the offof the department of agriculture.
To remedy this situation In time to
prevent heavy losses In the next pig
crop, the department urges Immediate
preparation along two lines providing satisfactory houses for the brood
animals at farrowing .time and better
management and feeding of the sows
icials

al-ra-

lf

"

's

LITTERS

COST OF CLEAN MILK.

There has been too much Indifference on the part of the consumer with
respect to the cleanUness of milk. To
many of them desire to buy milk at a
low price without regard to quality.
Dirty milk may prove to be expensive
as a gift while dean milk may bo
economical even at a high price; the
cheapest article la often the most expensive.
A higher price for dean milk may be
cheap Insurance agamst some form

PIQ WEARS A SCANT COAT;
PROTECT HIM FROM COLD.

It Is still bard for many farmers to get rid of the notion that
anything is good enough for
hogs, yet there is no animal on
the farm which requires better
protection from the cold than
the hog ; none for which a good
bed Is more necessary ; and none
so much in need of sunshine as
the little pig. The horse and
the cow have good coats of hair
even a calf or colt left in tbe
cold Is provided with a good
fur coat ; the hens' feathers are
the best of protection against
low temperature, but the hog
has almost nothing between his
skin and the weather. One of
the first requisites for success
with bogs Is a shelter where
young pigs can be kept warm
and well supplied with sunshine
and fresh air. A little pig takes
cold very easily and recovers
slowly if at all. To prevent tak- lng cold he must be kept dry,
warm, away from drafts and
provided with fresh alr There
Is a publication of the United
States deportment of agrleul- ture which tells how to provide
quarters that will give hogs,
both young and old, all the com- forts they need. It Is Fnrmers'
Bulletin 438, "Hog Houses." If
you have the welfare of pigs or
hogs In your charge, send for It

,
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both before and after tbe pigs are
born.
It has been found that the larger
losses usually occur on farms where
the housing facilities are poor. In
one Investigation It was learned that
where good hog houses were used,
the average number of pigs raised In
while on farms where
a litter was
the housing was poor the average number reared from each litter was only
31-1The average saving, therefore
where good bouses were used, amounted to more than two pigs to the litter.
There are many kinds of satisfactory hog houses which can be built at
Anyone of
comparatively low cost.
these will soon pay for Itself in the Increased number of pigs saved. Both
the individual house and the colony
hog bouse bave a place on the hog
farm. Both give very satisfactory results if they are properly constructed.
If only one can be had the colony
house usually is to be preferred, especially where a large number of sows
are to be kept The farrowing period
usually extends over several weeks If
there are many sows. In such cases
each pen In the house may be used for
two or more sows during the period.
Assuming that two sows use a pen and
that by reason of the satisfactory quarters provided two additional pigs are
saved in each litter, It would not be
long until the hog house paid for Itself. Good quarters are one of the
best Investments the swine grower can
make.
Satisfactory Houses.
The satisfactory hog house provides
warmth, dryness, abundance of light,
ventilation, sanitation, and comfort
To meet these requirements the house
need not be expensive. As a matter of
fact, many expensive bog houses are
not satisfactory, because they do not
possess all these requirements, while
many less expensive ones properly
planned and built give excellent satisfaction. Information as to details and
suggested plans of buildings may be
obtained from field representatives of
the department of agriculture or from
the state agricultural colleges.
The care given the brood sow, especially In her feeding, la equally Important Help on this point can be obtained from bulletins which state agricultural colleges or the U. S. department of agriculture will furnish.

5,
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Hold to Breeding Stock.
Every farmer should hold fast to hit
breeding stock and raise two Utters of
pigs a year from each brood sow. This
Is the patriotic thing to do, and will
doubtless prove highly profitable as
welL
of sickness. It Is gratifying to note,
specialists of the United States department of agriculture say, that there
Is an Increasing demand for good,
clean milk. This demand has resulted In more stringent regulations concerning the sanitary conditions associated with the mllli supply. Compliance with these sanitary rules requires additional cars, attention ami
expense on the part of the producer of
the milk, and while ma expense may
not be largo. It la only fair that the
consumer pay his hare.
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LESSON FOR FEBRUARY 24.
JESUS TEACHES BY PARABLES
THE GROWTH OF THE KINO-DO-

Teach me your mood O patient stars
Who climb each night the ancient
Fky,
Leaving no space, no shade, no scars,
No trace of age, no fear to die.
BEANS

LESSON TEXT Mark
GOLDEN TEXT The earth shall b(
full of the knowledge of Jehovah, aa tin
waters rover the sea. Isa. 11:9.
DEVOTIONAL READING Isa, 11:1-1ADDITIONAL
MATERIAL
FOR
TEACHERS Matt. 13:24-5- 0
(vv. 31, 32);
:l-Isa. 2:3-4- ; Erek. 47:1-1Rev.
Chan. 22:1-Rev. 21:1-PRIMARY TOPIC-Jes- us
telling a story
about sowing.
MEMORY VKRHE-Jes- us
advanced In
wisdom and stature and In favor with
God nnd man. Luke 2:62.
TOI'IC-Tl- ie
INTERMEDIATE
Importance of smull beginnings.

The world Is wide and the world Is
old,

Its mysteries past our ken,
And only to God are the secrets told,
Which live In the hearts of men.

OF VARIOUS KINDS.

LET US USE MORE VEGETABLES.

We. have such a variety of good
things which may be sufel stored for
winter use If conditions
are right that monotony
should never be feared.
Peas, beans und lentils
because they are dried
are eusily cured for.
Lentils contain a great
deal of nutriment and
should he more widely
known and used. Treat as peas, souk
over night and make purees or add
tlieni to various other dishes as rice,
or, spread over cabbage leaves and
rolled, then cooked, they make n disli
unusual and very good. If cooked In
broth they will take little extra seasoning to make the dish palatable.
Oyster plant, or salsify Is another
much slighted, good anil wholesome
vegetable. Scrape the roots, cut them
In small bits and boil In salted water.
Serve in a white sauce as a vegetable
or serve on pieces of buttered toast
os n breakfast or luncheon dish. They
also make most delicious soup or a
chowder when used with codfish, a little pork nnd potatoes.
Esealloped Turnips. Roll the tur
nips in large pieces until tender, then
cut In cubes or If one likes them extra nt tractive, use'a potato scoop.
Make a white sauce using a
each of butter und flour with
n pint of rich milk. Put a luyer of
the turnip, (hen a layer of the sauce
well sensoned with salt and pepper,
repeat until the turnips are all used.
Sprinkle with buttered crumbs nnd
place in n hot oven long enough to
brown the crumbs. Turnip balls may
be ndded to potato salad, (he potatoes
also cut Into balls. These may be
combined In a creiiMcd potato adding
a little onion Juice for flavor.
Onion and Potato Puffs. Chop fine
several cold, boiled onions, mix with
mnsheil potato and bind with n beaten
egg. Roll Into flat balls, season well
and fry a light brown In bacon fat.
The potato cakes may be made adding n spoonful of onion on top of
each and folding, then fry. Garnish
with parsley.
?rve.
Black Soy Bean Soup This soup Is
There's' a Klintlng of blue, there's a
irepured ns above, using onion, celery,
sprinkle of gold,
lemon rind nnd Juice, mustnrd nnd
There's a haze in tho skies overhead,
of
two
with
water.
The
quurts
jepper,
There's a buddlnx of leaf, there's a
emon tuny be cut In slices anil used as
of life
stirring
I garnish If preferred.
In the lieurt of the hyacinth bed.
The soy bean has, up to a recent
time, been grown In America only for
the purpose of stock
food, hut the scarcity of
other beans has brought
out the value of the beun
as u food for the human
family.
The soy beau contains
nearly twice us much
protein as meat und
may be used as n substitute for It, us
well us for other beans.
They ore unlike the navy beun ns to
starchy content, containing very little
which makes them a vultiahle food for
diabetics. The starch may lie supplied
by Hour or cornstarch, making them
more nearly like the ordinary navy
bean.
Soy bcuns are of several colors,
black, green, brown or yellow. They
are good cooked in many ways, but
must be souked twelve hours before
cooking, then simmer until tender.
When baking them the adiilllon of a
little flour to supply the stared makes
them more palatable.
Baked Soy Beans. Take one ami
cupfuls of yellow soy beans,
souk twelve hours, then put into a
buking dish with n small onion, a piece
of pork weighing n fourth of a pound,
a fourth of a teuspoonful of mustard
4nd two tablespoonfuls of molasses.
Tover with cold water mixed with two
tablespoonfuls of flour, put on the lid
of the benn pot nnd place In the oven
to bake all da)'. Add more water if
leeded. A half a cupful of nuvy benns
jny be used with the soy beans; If so,
)inlt the flour.
Cream Soy Bean Soup. Take n cup-ti- l
of green soy benns, soak twelve
jours, then cook in water four hours,
r until tender. Rub through ii sieve.
Hrown u chopped onion In a little
odd two tuhlespooui'tils of flour
liixeil with two tablespoonfuls of hut-eto lie bean pulp; ndd a teaspoon-u- l
of salt, a dash of cayenne nnd an
lghth of a teuspoonful of pepper, with
l quart of milk.
Let simmer for ten
lilnutes, stirring occasionally, and

Jesus is now revealing to lils disciples the kingdom In secret which they
were Inter to reveal in public. Nothing which he now reveals should he
hid, and he Is also teaching that. If
we do not use that what Is committed
to us, we lose It.
I. Hearing (vv.
It Is an obligation resting upon each of us who
has the light of truth that he should
so set It before men that it can be
seen that men may lie enlightened,
cheered and served by It (Matt, 5:14.- 10; I'hll.
The secret things
j
of our lives will he brought to light
most of us It Is only In times of stress some
day. Kars are given with which
like the present that we can come to
an actual sense of our exceptional we are to hear, and possession of hear
ing Involves the responsibility as to
privileges to u realization of the radiant truth of the stories we read in our what we hear. "The Gospel Is the
Nation Does Well to Honor the history book In school. This year the power of God unto salvation to every
Declaration of Independence takes on one that helieveth" (Rom. 1 :1(1), but
Memory of the Founder of
a clearer significance; we know, as we believing comes
through "hearing"
did not In bygone years, what It means (Horn. 10:17). In this I here is a misIts Glorious State of Into be free and independent states, abfor our teachers,
dependence.
WINNING THE DEBUTANTE'S SMILE.
solved forever from all allegiance to sionary suggestion
but there Is also a caution ns to what
so
tills yenr
foreign powers. And
It
Is
silk nnil cotton for summer nienled by the extra length of the skirt
and how we hear. "Take heed what
we toduy lived In it colony, ground Washington's birthday Is no routine
frocks, and here are l wo of them de- which readies almost to the Instep.
we bear." Many today ore being swept
down by unjust laws, our passion holiday, but n day of solemn yet joyful
Now Is the line to dispose of nil
signed for the young girl, that will
for national life secretly uud trag- commemoration, a day on which we Into nil kinds of damning here
make her more than glad thut she Is lingerie matters, simple or otherwise;
sies because they do not follow this
ically burning, If Washington hud honor with full hearts htm who made
alive In ii silk and cotton summer. for nt this season of the year merNot only are
(2 Tim.
failed, had died in vain for the cause us a notion, the warrior whose sword warning
s
All the pretty, old time gingham
chants make a concerted effort to
we must
which In fact, he brought to lasting tri- out the bonds of our thrnlldoni, the we to be good listeners, 1but
have been Interpreted In taffeta show ami sefl new undergarments and
This
be doers as well (Jas. :22).
who bode us, avoiding enstatesman
huthen
for
sentimental
umph
poor
and voile and their Inventors of long the materials for making them. Petof the lamp follows closely
manity he would shine with a luster tangling alliances, go our free way, an parable the
ago would be delighted with their ele- ticoats anil cauil5oles and their next
of the sower In
upon
parable
no
nation's
sycoindependent
republic,
now
Is
than
writes
his,
greater
Joyce
gance and daintiness In these fine- of kin, princess slips, are the subjects
who first cre
Kilmer In the New York Times. His phant, no nation's tool. "With mnllce our last lesson. "God,
Some of the new under discussion here.
grained fabrics.
whom was
cause triumphed ; the dream became a toward none," said Washington's great- ated light, and Christ, In
frocks In plnld or crossbar taffeta go
Shadow lace proves the best of asthe life was the light of
and
life,
est
"with
oil."
for
successor,
charity
and
lost
charm
therefore
the
to the length of copying apron styles sets when the time conies to design
reality,
whom
of the dream. Washington, dying on It was a summing up of Washington's men," both together are ones
The pretty frock of
camisoles. It Is wide enough to make
we are equally obliged to see, and
his bed. In his honored old uge, his own political creed. No lost cause,
crossbar taffeta shown nt the left of the body of the camisole and the pointTo Impress the duty
hear
and
obey.
however
of
Mood
the
with
glorious
hopes realized, Is a noble figure. But
the picture bus the plainest nnd sim- ed or scalloped edge provides for
martyrs, seems today so noble as the of this seeing, hearing und using of
he lacks the dramatic appeal of Washplest of pleasant wuisis, made of plain graceful shape. Camisoles are made
Jesus reminds
his
upon
disciples.
light
tlll
cause
In
of
American
triumphant
ington bidding farewell to his children
taffeta, with sleeves of of it by ndding a band of ribbon, or
dependence. No modern hero, fighting them of some familiar things. A can
at the foot of the gallows.
georgette crepe. It has patch pockets wide bending to the straight edge for
Is not placed under a bushel nor
die
is
so
os
us
our
to
dear
overseas,
today
ruffled across the top, that delgn.to the waistline, and banding the lnce
By some strange perversity of huon u candle sticli
man nature the cause we consider ro- founder and preserver. And to his ex- under a bed, but
remind us of the apron pockets, and with narrow ribbon stitched on. Where
our
If
nil.
seen
It
be
of
where
may
and
we
his
cannot
counsels
mantic and picturesque is always a amples
an Ingenious collar made Just to suit tlie lace bus large points, two of them
virtues go not forth from us, it will
Lost Cause. The names most deeply look for guidance und look In vain.
Know you the wonderland thut smlliiiK
the frock. This little model Is satis- nt the front and two nt the buck form
MORE MEATS.
we bud bidden them
ns
be
though
lies
loved are those of the fallen lenders
fied with a plain, straight and narrow
lines here nnd under the
Hint hearelh
him
"To
world.
the
from
on
of
the
Just
the
turning
beyond
John Barrett's Tribute.
whose partisans met with defent
and pigeons can take the skirt, that turns neither (o the right anus, thut lire graceful. Ribbons, stitchhe given," (v. 24)
way,
more
Squalls
shall
right
At a Fourth of July cclchriitlou held
Robert Bruce and Robert Emmet, Wilnor to the left, but pursues Its way ed to these scallops or points are exand'
every nieud la blousom-pleplace of much of our meat thut Is
but for blm that hath not and seeth Whereskies
liam Wallace, Snrsfleld and Sobleskl, at the beautiful
buildundisturbed by ruffle or tuck, to the tended Into shoulder straps.
nbroad.
He
needed
hltn shull be taken.
from
not,
Bait
than
the
Are bluer
depths where
that "fair and fatal king," Charles I, ing, under the uusplces of Die district that hath not Is he who
ankles of Its wearers.
It proclaims
In princess slips the bodice is often
Rabbits und variwaves play?
neglects his
and his persecuted and uncrowned commissioners, the chamber of comthe straight silhouette and leaves us cut In the shape described above and
ous
in
birds
be
him
shall
game
"from
and
heirs. Children of Union soldiers merce and the board of trade, an Inter- opportunities,
season nro. also guessing as to Just where It fastens. finished with u narrow hem. Below the
taken even that which he hnlh." In GOOD THINGS FOR THE FAMILY.
A pretty dress at the right Is made hem Valenciennes luce Insertion Is let
though we may be, our hearts beat national aspect was given to It be- this we see a
available.
Squabs of fine
spiritual multiplication,
more quickly at the thought of Lee cause muny South American diplomats
voile over n slip of silk. The In. Narrow skirts set onto the bodice
us
are
such
Green
de
young
spinach,
a
vegetables,
pigeons
also
subtraction,
nnd
spiritual
than at the thought of Orant. We rise were present when John Barrett, the
Skirt of voile Is gathered at the waist with a narrow licit have a series of
cress
be
should
water
lirolled
and
und
leltuce
may
:hard,
terioration.
director-generwhen the band ploys "The
of the
tucks edged with vol lnce running
or served In cas- line so thnt It has considerable
iiiuieur as often us
II. Growing. (1) Secrecy vv.
hut It Is not d roped. Just at the about them. They are usually made of
Banner," hut we rise and shout Union, gave on address on the meaning
our
serole.
upon
Prepured as
)Q possible
when It plays "Dixie."
of the day to all Americans, and said: This Is a parable of faith and hope,
one does young
mines.
And It must also be acknowledged "We are celebrating an event which found only In Mark. Again the good
Is broilers, they are delicious.
Meat
that
case
In
this
but
Is
to,
referred
seed
a
statesdeath
endears
that
a
tragic
brought about the existence of twenty
tough may be mode
Pigeon en Compote. Brown a half
man to the generations that follow other nations besides the United States unseen growth receives the emphasis,
more palatable by cupful of sweet fat with four pigeons,
and
will
grow
up,
seed
the
for
spring
are
a
htm. If you
great leader and of America. It Is an interesting fact,
stewing In water browning Iheni nil over, then remove
want to be sure of posterity's affection, one of the greatest facts of history. though we know not how. It Is com
with the nddltion them from the saucepan nnd replace
see that your cause fulls. Then the that every one of the twenty republics forting to think that, If we sow the
a tublespoonful with
of
f
a pound of salt pork
we
while
It
sleep
true
seed.
grows
conquerors will legislate against the lying to the south of the United States
of
vinegar, which cut into dice and one dozen white
seed
selected
best
The
(the
honoring of your memory, and that In their struggles for freedom, was led (v. 27.)
loftens the libers of the meat.
onions. When browned, remove most
will make your fame secure. But If by generals and Inspired by orators holy word) Is essential for results. All
A Salt Cod Dinner. Take a third of the fat nnd add a tublespoonful of
your cause succeeds, then at least see who say they were moved to what they of our seed must have this silent pethat your death Is sudden and violent. attempted by the example of the Im- riod for growth. It is the earth that it a pound of salt codfish, cutf In flour, stirring until well browned. Add
a cupful of bouillon, stir until smooth,
two inches square and
Give the world a drama, a legend.
mortal George Washington."
brings forth the fruit of herself jleces
scald in three then ndd the pigeons with the rest of
through the energies nnd powers with nch thick,Rollanil then
Washington triumphed. At
two large beets until the fat, salt, pepper, a sprig of
he captured Cornwallis' redcoats
which Ciod endows It. These powers voters.
George Washington as Joshua.
pota-'oe- s
parsley nnd a bayleaf. Cover and cook
are wonderful. We do not understand tender, cook four medium-sizeand put an end to tyranny on our
Long after the victories of Wash them, but there Is order und symmetry
until mealy and dry, and dice one hour. Then ndd the browned
shores. It is not forbidden to honor
over the French and English In
his memory; the wearing of the red, ington
growth. First the blade, then the ;vo slices of salt pork and fry until onions, a few mushrooms, and cook
had made his name familiar to oil Euand after that the full corn In he little cubes are brown with plenty thirty minutes longer. Serve with the
ear,
white, and blue Is attended by no perThen Is the harvest, the if drippings. Have everything ready gravy poured around the pigeons.
ils. And so we take things for grant rope, Benjamin Franklin chanced am-to the ear.
dine with the English and French
of the sihmI having been ac- It the same Instant. The true salt
Pigeons With Green Peas. Brown
purpose
ed; we forget the hideous dangers bassadors; when
ns
ns the pred devotee will first mnsh the potato four pigeons in n half a cupful of
complished. Mark alone gives us this
through which we passed only some cise words can be nearly
folthe
recollected,
fish
n
shred
and
Nlth
then
the
relaf
e
fork,
sweet fat, add
hundred and
cupful of soup
years ago; we
parable, nnd it Is given in close
were drunk:
take for granted our nationality, our lowing toasts The
tion to the parable of the sower nnd nix It with the potato; over this a slock, salt, pepper and smull bunch of
whose
sun,
two
or
"England
Dice
of
hot
the
beet.
dice
bright
beet parsley nnd four green onions. Cover
of the wheat and tnres. Jesus Is the
freedom, and the fearless warrior, the beams
and fructify the reenlightened statesman who gave them motest enlighten
great harvester (v. 29), and knows the ind mix with the other two, then add and cook for tin hour nnd n half, then
corners
of
earth."
the
to us. When we speak of Washington
right time to reap the grain, the mo- pork dice and drippings and cover add n pint of shelled peas and cook
"France The moon, whose mild, ment
as the Father of His Country we do so
when It Is "ripe" (v. 29 R. V.). with a generous spoonful of thin thirty minutes longer. Cook until the
deand
the
are
cheering rnys
ream suuee. This Is most truly a pens are tender If it takes longer.
with a laugh, as If the phrase were steady
Then he putteth In the sickle.
In
of
all
them
nations, consoling
dish In which the "proof of the pud
Potted Rabbit Cut the ruhhit into
empty rhetoric Instead of sublime light
(2) There Is also n marvelous outand
darkness
heir
dreariness
making
truth. Liege means more to us than
ding Is In the eating." This recipe five pieces nfter it bns been carefully
ward growth of (he kingdom (vv.
beautiful."
Edith
Lexington, and remembering
There Is the closest relation be may be doubled or Increased to fit the cleaned. Remove the saddle, mnke
Doctor Franklin then arose, and
Cavell, we give no thought to June
two pieces of the bind quarters and
of (he mustard size of the family served.
the
tween
his
usual
with
dignified simplicity, seed and theparable
McCrea.
Orange Salad. An orange salad Is two of the fore quarters. Fry a quartwo parables that pre:
We may well thank God that the said
cede. In Mntthew the parable of the refreshing and not expensive for a ter of a pound of bncon until the fnt
"George Washington the Joshua mustard seed Is used In relation to the winter salad. Peel nnd let the or- Is well tried out. Put the ruhhit In,
war of American Independence has not
the glamor of battles fought in vain, who commanded the sun and moon to klnifdoin of heaven, which Is the anges stnnd ti'vhlle to dry, when I he turn it until brown, then dust with
be easily peeled off, salt and pepper; cover with another
that our freedom is no lost cause, that stand still, and they obeyed him."
sphere of the Christian profession. white part may
Washington's halo is not that of
Here It Is used of the kingdom of and then they may be sliced. Grate a pnn nnd bake In n quick oven for an
If liked, to ndd to hour.
Philosophy of Law.
martyr whose life and death were unGod, which Is spiritual. Why is It used little of the rind.
There never was a law yet made, 1 of both? The explanation, according the dressing. Season with salt nnd
Roasted Rabbit Lnrd the hind quaravailing. To those who look at the
world's events In true historical per- conceive, thut hit the taste exactly of to Doctor Scofield, lies In the fact pepper with n little fresh tarragon ters with pork and leave in deep dish
a
comshredded
or
few
of
chives
the
without
every part
covered with salt, pepper, bay leaf,
sentimentality and every man,
spective,
that the kingdom of God lu this age finely minced,
with love of justice and freedom in munity; of course. If this be a reason and the kingdom of heaven have this or finely chopped onion. Squeeze the thyme, sliced onion ana cloves with a
PETTICOATS CONFORM WITH SLENDER LINES,
over
an
can
no
be
of
the
law
or
salad
executed In common, that from an Insignificant Juice
orange
their breasts, the American Revolution for opposition,
cunful each of water and vinegar.
Is
serve
force.
with French dressing.
fills the most encouraging page in the at all without
George Washing- beginning they had a rapid growth.
split and cut nt the bottom t
White
Turn over several times and leave for r'Sbt it
crepe de chine.
chronicle of the centuries. But for ton.
batiste remains a favorite for pettiCarrots cooked in a little water, then twenty-fou- r
hours.
Then drain and so thnt the voile falls In a cascud
On the day of Pentecost, for example,
(1
shoulIs
coats and nothing supplants small
railed from the
the first day when the Gospel was seasoned with butter, salt and a dnsh bake hasting with the spiced vinegar. The bodice
ders and bloused at the waistline. tucks nnd fine narrow laces for trimIn the power of the Holy of lemon Juice Is a dish good for a
preached
The popular chemisette Is IndispensaINSPECTING OUTPOSTS AT VALLEY FORGE
ming them. In the regard of refined
Spirit. 3,000 were added to the church ; change.
ble In a waist draped In this way, women.
But nil petticonts must be
Try adding cream to season rutathat Is, 3,000 really and truly lielievcd
and appears less In filet luce over taf- made to conform to the slender siland were therefore brought into the bagas instead of butter, as the former
feta lace over taffeta silk. The sleeves houette; lines must be straight.
This corresponds seems to remove the strong flavor,
Open Rebellion In Atchison.
kingdom of God.
The reliable taffeta petticoat for''
Some evangelists tell us to love are full and gathered Into a little frill
with the rapid growth of the mustard which Is objectionable to many palevery person but to hate the ways of above the elbows. There Is a soft, dully wear Is shown In the picture, fintree from the smallest seeds, but In all ates.
Baked Hubbard squash may be cut wicked people. It can't be done. One ribbon girdle with long ends looped ished with ii scant, corded flounce hemthe detnlls of Its meaning, the paraIt takes slender med at the bottom. Like everything
ble of the mustard seed should not be up In pieces, the seeds removed nnd can't separate a man nnd his ways. over ut the Vont
so else. It Is most liked in plain
styles.
Interpreted of the kingdom of God. baked in the shell. Serve each with His ways are a part of himself. We bead tassels to weigh the ends
The central thought In both cases of dots of butter, salt and pepper. It absolutely refuse to love every ornery that they will hang properly. A spray
Is
tucked
flowers
into
small
of
eaten
be
from
cuss
comes
rethe
at
garden
vfe
that
the
may
shell,
is
stated
saving
along
least,
this parable
rapid
the girdle nt the front, nnd their
dishes In serving.
fuse to kiss him. Atchison Globe.
growth from a small beginning.
pretty, quaint suggestion is supple- If the abnormal growth of this
common garden shrub illustrates di
How His Watch Went.
Dress and Love.
vine Increase, why Is it not more gloriNew Dress Made Reversible.
ally black velvet with black silk; black
She Suppose I didn't dress as well
Yeast Did the doctor feel of your
There is not here anything
ous?
Soon It will be the fashion to wear silk with black cloth, and black satin
as
do now, would you love me Just
I
when he called to see you?
pulse
like the greatness of the Assyrian and
dresses wrong side out Thnt Is to with black furs. The sheen of one Is
Crimsonbeak He did not. Don't the same?
(Ezek. 31:3-8- ;
Bnbylonlnn empires.
Her
Fiance
a
wear
know
watch?
say,
I
many of the new satins arc made supposed to make the trimming effect
wrist
dear.
you
Certainly,
Why,
Is the significance of
Dan. 4:20-22as much as to say that I won't with a wool backing which Is extreme- for the dull cloth.
that's
"What's that got to do with It?"
the birds good or evil? Grent Babyly pretty, because It gives a
"Well, I lost a watch once by having care for you after we are married.
lon, the figure of a professing Chris- a fellow feeling around me!"
Consul. Carl V. Deicbnian reports
effect to the frock when the reverse
with
connection
in
tian body
guilty
side Is used for a trimming. Indeed, thnt although Imitation leather Is not
A Lucky Day.
"a
becomes
of
the
the kings
earth,
efused nt present In Santos, Brazil, the
"I wish there were a lottery for me Paris has sent word that
Her Condition.
cage of every unclean and hatefects, gained from an association of prevailing high prices of real leather
"How did the poor woman feel whJ to play?"
"mixed"
The
ful bird" (Rev. 18:2).
fabrics which are practically identical, will create a big demand for this prodbad a needle traveling so long through
"Feel lucky today?"
condition of the kingdom of heaven has her
Very. Every number I wanted on will be the vogue within a very short uct lie suggests that an exclusive
system?"
of
elements
diverse
brought together
time. This refers not only to white, agency be granted to an Importing Una
the telephone came out'
"I Imagine she felt only
good and bad.
but to Week, as well. The Idea is to In Rio de Janeiro or Sao Paulo.
1:1.1-113-
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CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal

(Charming Artist
A new scheme for making money
been discovered at the Normal,
h
Miss Katherine Larkin, a student in
the art department, is decorating
stationaryall with clever little Kew-25- 0in
sorts of humorous posit'ons. They are very dainty and add
touch to envelopes and
distinctive
U
Red Cross Carnival
Paper. Her prices are very reason- Preparations are merrily goingt on able
and many students patronize
to hold a Red Cross Carnival at the,
charming artist. All proceeds
.iHigh School building at Lordsburg, this
to the Junior Red
;SaUiniay March 16th. An attractive are dedicated
rwin
vb
wp.v,
..program wun many new leaiures
and worth!
make jt
!whMo attendinirinteresting
CKiees
Chanter
and as well helping The Las
Have some very industrious work
, ja good cause along.
ers who have knit up all the yarn
g
available and busy fingers and
Red Cross Pie Supper
needles are impatiently waiting
The Red Crjss Ladies of Oklahoma
, district
in Roosevelt county gave an for a new supply. Last week another
program which box of knitted articles was sent to

RED CROSS
a. T.

R O'l.oarv. nf I. as Crimes, has
J. Raton, assistant district
ittorney of Socorro, was in the city been appointed clerk at the state
on legal business.
penitentiary.
William

.

T

, .

"

......

Santa Fe Rod Cross.
New Museum building; open
pvprv afternoon
- 2- tn- 4 t.WJ n. m.

,

Crow

Ladies of Tucumcari assisted by
the members of the Domestic Science
class under the supervision of their
instructor Miss Gugenham prepared
and served an excellent dinner to
local bojsters last week.

Former State Senator and Mrs.
of Emporia.
Mrs. Fred lr,!n
F. Patikcy, of I.amy were visitors in
Sewing Knitting, Gauze Work.
Kansas, is a guest at the home of the
from
Tuesday Evening-Op- en
city a few days this week.
hrr brother state treasurer H. L.
7:30 to 10 p. m.
Hull.
There is work for everyone.
B. H. Williams, of Artesia. a f irm-cAll are welcome, and urged to
Santa Fe resident attended the
A. C. P.k'I'Cio, treas"rcr of Taos Scottish Kite Reunion held in the
come.
county was in the city attending
this week.
business affairs a few days til's city
MT"1
ni
interesting patriotic
week.
ins uioiain or rivmouin
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Henderson and
A musical comedy will ue given uy
Miss Henderson have returned from
24 lt idous pies Ti e
friend in the city rcirretted' the Ramon Vitril
(iraiit where they VVe.lneidayebT.ry'th00,
for VhcpTe'Vbut
to ''car that two children of Mr. and
several days.
trivia'- -f'
t. Tie.ire are ill with scarlet j spent
they each secured
A
U o"eryof the feature,. "?
fever.
Rev. Mr. Brown,, of St. Louis, Mis" uV!
orocceds of this nie supper
.""lThe
souri, is reported quite ill at the
!
amounted to $29.75. The society will
Attorney William MrKcan was a I ome of his daughter Mrs. Rupert "VI
hns:iiess visitor in the capital this F.
will be donated to the Red
? varn ana ueemes wun wnic.. io
proceeds
on
street.
Marcy
Asplutid
knit articles for the "Sammies . ,
He returned home Wcdnes-- ,
week
ross
day morning.
Dr. R. J. Thomson, of Santa Rosa,
Red Cross
was a business visitor in Santa Fe The Ladies
A. .1. Mai y, of .Mhumiernue. was this week. He is a member of the
Of the Presbyterian church of Ros-- I D.an" Kive ,ast Saturday at Des
was a successful event, the
Moines
lercntlv appointed to t "k rharire of
hoard. well met for an all day session at'
the grocery division of the State Food Guadalupe county exemption
the Country Club and about 30 receipts were $50.00.
V'lministration.
finished h spital shirts
J. E. Saint, of Albuquerque, who beautifully
was recently appointed a member of were made by the workers. At noon The Roy Chapter
D.
of
Yelverton.
Washincton.
J.
During the month of January
tax commission was in the a dainty cafeteria luncheon was
land the state
fof the fie'd service
pleted and shipped to the Mountain
week attending a meeting
this
city
e
ifMrc. arrived i" Santa I'e Tuesday of
Division at Denver, seventy two
that body.
ments and the following knitted art- for a short visit.
Patriotic
Citizens of Las Vegas turned ouficles: 21 pairs of socks, 14 pairs of
Nathan Jaffa, of Roswell, arrived
Postmaster James Selii;man, has in the city Sunday
dance hospital slippers, 15 sweaters, 7
the 26th in full force and enjoyed theOrches-'metto
attend
Mida letter from his son
s
and 7 mufflers. They expect
Cook's
Booster
the
ii
by
Masons
of
the
Rite
Scottish
reitti'ou
shipman Morion Sc'ieman statinfj which was held this week beginning tra in the Armory last week. $95.00 to make a bette.- showing for Feb.
'h it he is still in (he V. S. A.
was turned over to tne Castle nign ana win aiso income a 1111c 01 nus- Monday and lusting three days.
School Junior Red Cross. This or pital supplies.
Mrs. ffeivv Hirclitoh' and daughter' Miss
Mary B. Edwards, steno- ganization has over 200 members.
Miss ( lira fterchtnld returned Tues- Red Cross Benefit
in the office of the field
grapher
Morris
of
Eula
Miss
U'v evening from an extended visit
U. S. land office, received $85 00 For Red Cross
division
w:'i relatives and friends at their a telegram announcing the death of The St. Valentines Dance given
gave a recital in that
in
"!
the
for
home
was a decided city
Scuil, ll'inois.
recently
her father in Los Angeles, Califor- last week at Lordsburg.
socially and financially, the 'fit of the Red Cross which was well
Mrs Howard Hurv has been ap- nia, the latter part of last week.
ana an present spent a ae
attenoca
were
paid
receipts after expenses
amounted to $85.00.
pointed chairman of the state
ligihtful evening. $30.00 was added
edito.- of the
frvin
Ogden.
by this patriotic young lady to the
n;in Committee and is making1
R y. was in Santa Fe
Red Cross fund.
nrenarat r s for th" nevt drive wh'ch yesterday at
in some matter The McKinley County
to
testify
vll In'Kin sometime in April.
Red Cross Chapter at Gallup, has
before the Federal court. Tlrj is
of 800 exclusive of the The Valedon Branch
th efirst visit to Santa Fe that Mr. a membership
Of the Lordsburg chapter at its
Mr. and Mrs I 'rank Andrews and
Junior A. R. C. which arc forming
has made in some years.
about the mid-.!- Ogdcn
'iinilv evpect to
several hundred stronir. Mrs. Greir- - monthly meeting this month heard
from
of m t ni.tt.ih on an over'and
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Goethe. Calif- orv Page organized the chapter less; very satisfactory reports
tr:i to oi'tli r (" :f rnia where
two years agj, and at the first rious committees. The treasurer
from
tourists
Sacramento,
pasornia
end several weeks.
25 were present, she is still ported a balance of $268.50. Several
i'ii'v will
sed through the city enroute to Taos
chairman and it is her earnest work ' garments, hospital supplies and 29
of
first
where
the
this
week,
they
1!
f'ollii ,. of the field division wilt
T.
knitted articles were sent to the Di
the novel sights in and that has made it a success. About vision
S. la ml office
C
30 Japanese are members.
has accepted a aroundenjoy
headquarters, and another
for
several
that
little
city
large consignment will soon follow.
position at lis old home in Crockett.,
and leaves for Hiat place to- - cay?.
The La Plata Valley
dav accompani: d by his family.
Red Cross Auxiliary gave a dance The Ladies Aid Unit
A
A. Keen, Peter Stewart. C E.
Of Socorro, will soon ship its third
K. A. Sackett, Reuben Perry recently which netted the society
Low
her.
The I yon, murder trial is arous-- i and several other Scott'sh Rite Ma- $70.75. In a big Red Cross drive large consignment of garments, knit- to
inc a I'reat ileal 'f in'er'St wi'h its, sons of Albuquerque, attended the which is being conducted in that ted articles.. .andt .hospital
. supplies
.
:
1.
t
n
"- inanv complitated affairs and Kive-- . reunion and performed the degree section 01 tne state nearly
""
Mrs.
Leeson
also
workers
J.
all
J.
Itroimse of surpasiiiLr ill invtery
work usually undertaken by their have been raised and they expect tolt:c
the sensational detective stories ever club.
greatly exceed this amount as there knitted for the soldiers of the Civil
written.
are many who have not yet been War.
seen.
Von
her
rttiitncnthal
and
Countess
vv.
I..
The Ladiee Aid
l.indse
and
loverpor
who
Domain
Mi.
Mary
Of the Christian Church of Clovis,
indscv left irumpati'on
lam'h'i r Mi'-The Red Croii Knitting
left
several
months
here
have
spent
to attend the tialiona1
siTil''
Department of l.as Vegas shipped met last week with Mrs. James Den
if Inst week for Pas- the
latter
part
nis
S
and c impleted four garments
of
the following articles to Denver the
eiin'ty I.eatole
(ncil of the
in t'hica'.o adr.i'a, California, where they will latter part of last week: 3J sweat- during the afternoon session, while
Vinerva w'tieh inert-visit several weeks returnim; here to
Monday.
ers, 20 pairs of socks, 25 pairs of several were industrii iisly engaged
spend the summer and fall months, wristlets, 5 helmets and 4 scarfs.
with their knitting also for the Red
Cross.
Hills
S'Tve;.' t (leio-ra- '
Mis. John R. McFie and daughter; The Members
nded a 1.mi;c Seriee i;I.iy with
formstir-above the entrance Miss Aiuelii McFie, of Gallup,
Of
roriy-lwthe Immaculate
Conception The Chaves Count
if the lYi'eral
IluiMinu Saturdav. er Santa Feans, are contemplating' Junior Red Cross auxiliary of Las
Chapter reports a large attendance
McManila
vis't
to
to
'a
Ralph
trip
cpresetitii'.i every stirvevor and
Vegas, gave a tea at their school and many garments and hospital
of the .itr r intf denartnrnl. Pie whi has been there for over, Saturday afternoon.
Home made supplies have been completed. Mrs.
The fifteen years and is one of the most' cakes and cookies were sold. The W. fi. Skillman solicited and turned
v:bo is in the fT. S. serv'ce.
il.itf was made by Mrs. Dills, Miss successful planters on the Island. proceeds will be used to purchase in 12 pillows, 21 slips, material for 7
Kimball and Miss Mary They, evpect to leave early in May.
l.nnrcnc
material with which the young pa- pill nvs and 14 slips.
oleman.
triots will make garments for the reThe Yeso Auxiliary
Rev. bather Haclterman for many! fugee children.
Which was organized December 3,
Arthur A. Seueeal, who was assist- years a missionary priest in this In
1917 .s very active and now has a
Torrance
,
County
ant U. S distric t court clerk for sev- state left Wednesday for Washing-A Red Cross Branch was organized membership of 93. This auxiliary has
eral years, has accepted a position in ntn where he goes to interview Sec-including
he mens' c'ntbiiiL; establ sbtnent of retary Lancing in hopes of making at Moriarty by a delegation cf Red shipped 54 knitted articles
,
to sail for France .it Cross numbers fr mi Estancia who sweaters, mufflers, socks-- and wristW. M. Clsiituel.. Mr. Senecal is a arraror-mcn- 's
the work and delivered lets to the Division headquarters at
cry competent younn man. a steno- an early date. Father Healnrman explained
Denver and the work was very satgrapher and bockk.'eper and will be has three sisters in Relgium that hei supplies.
A donation of $11.00 was
Another
delegation went to Wil-lar- d isfactory.
valuable additi n to the clerical has not beard from for several
to
instruct
members
the
there
recently received: $2.00 from J. N.
months.
rce at the store.
how to make garments and surgical Akin and $9.00 from Mrs. Muricc
Hart.
dressings.
B.
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er

...... ..jX
!""'

j

rnc

20

pairs socks, 3 wristlets. 2 helmets, 3
muffler, and 1 pair bed socks
c.l'' P"?' ?.
The garments were beautifully tin- ihed by the children.
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Open alulces of the system each

morning and wash away the
poisonous, stagnant matter.
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Banquet at Las Cruces
The Woman's Improvement Assosplitting neadacue, stuffy from a cold,
foul tongue, nasty
acid ciation of Las Cruces and several
breatb,
stomach, lame back, can, Instead, 'oca! ladies, entertained the Boy
both look and feel as fresh as a daisy Scouts and their parents at a
Riven at the central school
always by washing the poisons and
toxins from the body with phospUated building Saturday evening. William
hot water each morning.
M. Adair, W. R. Twinintr and Rev
We should drink, before breakfast. Mensells, members of the council
a glass of real hot water with a tea-- I coninvttee
were also guests.
After
spoonful of limestone phosphate In1 the banquet the Scouts were given
It to flUBh from the stomach, liver, tickets
to attend a performance at
kidneys and ton yards of bowels the! the Star Theatre.
The tickets were
previous day's Indigestible waste, sour provided by Las Cruces ladies who
bile and poisonous toxins; thus.cleans- - are interested in this
splend'd orsweetening and purifying the
entire alimentary tract before putting ganization.
mora food Into the stomach.
The notion of limestone phosphate In Honor of Former Class Mates
In San Juan countv the Aztec High
and hot water on an empty stomach
is wonderfully Invigorating. It cleans School is inaking a Service Flag with
forty-twstars in honor of the high
out till the sour fermentations, gases,
waste and acidity and gives one a1 school boys who are in the U. S.
Biiienilia appetite for breakfast and service.
it is said to be but a little while until
,
rh
th The Woman's Union
r08ea b , ,
Of The I'reshvterim church met at
rircli3 A nuai tnr pound of limestone
.
phosphate will cost very little at the the home of Mr-- Robert L. Cooner
drug store, but Is sufficient to mako the latter part of last week. The
anyone who Is hotbered with bilious-t.ess- , aid department had charge of the
constipation, stomach trouble or meeting.
rheumatism a real enthusiast on the
subject of internal sanitation.
Try Fifteen Club
it and you are assured that you will
The Fifteen Club will meet this
look better and feel better la every af.emoon with Mrs. N. B. Laughlin
way shortly.
on Don Gaspar, Mrs. Rupert F.
,
Asplund presiding.
UH
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Bakery Goods

Coffee Cake
Raisin Bread

Bananas

anauepoi

Oranges
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At Clovjs will place a service flag
the ch"nter room n the near
fi't"re in honor of the boys, who
in

nrf serving their cnmitrv and thoe
who hav- - near relatives who are
members of the order. This chapter
has also don-te- d
$25 00 to the Red
Cr ss with which to carry on its
activities.
The Elks Home
On Grant avenue the entertainment
committee w'll pi'v a dance
These snappy affairs are great tovs
to I vers of pleasure and a large
crowd is anticipating an enjoyable
time.
A

N

v

Dr.

But the Road Test is the Goodrich
its Tires.

Ankbuur-Busc-

mm

Six fleets of Goodrich Test Cars in six widely different
sections of our country, for a year put the ROAD TEST
to Goodrich Tires and brought out the BEST in tires

ALL belabored Goodrich Tire against every kind
of road and every kind of climatic handicap.

And the tires conquered hundreds of thousands cf
miles thus settled the durability and resilience cf tha
Goodrich principles cf lire building--

iti.' r

n

MTV

Toco

or o'u:.K ::. .uue. o. Trri
Il7rtle Ave,

h

n

14B

I

CAPITAL

v,

YARD

COAL

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, AH Kinds
Steam Coal; Madrid, N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrid Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood, Factory Kindling.

i

NEAR A. T. & S. F. DEPOT

PHONE

I POWER RATE
200 K. W. 7c per K. W
3CJpK. W. 6c per K. W.
400 K. W. 5c per K. W

hjfttliii tvtryTckere.

COMPANY

ink

soft drink.

zcuuWr bj
St. Louis

Teat for

for you.
The Dixie Fleet; The Pacific Fleet; The Mountain Fleet; The Prairie Fleet; Th Lake Fleet
The Atlantic Fleet.

Hit1

the home drink

Sold in terMes enfr and botthd

THE B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER

26

Thi Fes ern Star

Bevo the

UNDREDS of thousands of tire users from the
pioneer days of the automobile, acclaim
Goodrich Tires the TESTED TIRES of
America on the TEST of TIME.

tiny fnnt Cwlriih

WE HAVE THEM ALL
Phone

f

'

Buy this TESTED certainty cf a lasting
tire, backed up by Goodrich Fair Treatment,
"
in America's Tested Tires.

Apples
Grapes
Vegetables
Sweet Potatoes
Celery

AUNE'S

I

l

its popularity at drug stores, fountains and
restaurants, fievo has found a welcome place in the
home. A family beverage
guest offering a table
drink that goes perfectly with all food.
As a auggattion for Sunday upperSwet rati or
green pepper atuffed with cream cheese and
chopped nuts or olivet, eerved on Jettuca iaavaa.
Prench dressing. Cold meat. Toasted crackers.
Bevo for everyone. A beverage that tastes like no
other soft drink. Pure! wholesome and nutritious.
Besides

.

Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Fruits

K

I

Colonial Tea
The officers of the missionary department of the Woman's Union of
the Presbvterian church will give a
tea this afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Andrew Gunter. corner of
Mircy and Grant ave.., from 3 o'clock
continu:ng throughout th" aftern"oi
and cvenin". An appropriate musical
be rendered A silver
program
offerinr? will be taken. The public
is cordially invited to attend.

Masonic Lodge
Sale reports eighteen dimits
from Masons who will be charter
members of the new Masonic Lodce
War Savings Certificate
which will be organized in the near
The Woman's Club of Las Vegas future in Roy. The new hall will
at its last monthly meeting voted to also be completed and ready by
buy a $50.00 War Savings Certificate. spring.
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Santa Fe, New Mexico
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Farm Cuba
The bo" and girls of New Mexico
,are forming farm clubs for the purpose of encouraging gardening, farming, 'dairying, sewing, cooking, and
livestock raising.
The friendly
between various clubs and mem-jhas individuals insnires them to
'greater efforts. The East Las Ve- -'
gas farm club has a membership of

ban-fiu-

III

from dealers and collectors and guarantee the highest
prices, liberal assortments and immediate returns.
We also buy Hides, Pelts, Goat Shins, Etc, at top Market Prices.
Correspondence invited

I.

The Worldly Hope men set their
Hearts upon
Turns Ashes or it prospers; and
anon,
Like Snow upon the Desert's dusty
Face,
Liglitmg a little hour or two was
gone.
Omar Khayyam.

a Splendid Habit

I'es-as- ,

.

grth-erin-

Before Breakfast

n

--

the price

Glass of Hot Water

!f

......

black-smithi-

enlarged the news .section we have
lost ONE subscriber and have gained twenty. We should worry Aztec Independent.

bene-succe-

Data

The Schriners Red Cross Sack of
Flour, now famous started by C, F.
Pratt, historian of Islam temple of
San Francisco,
has traveled 11.000
miles and the total sales up to date
this month is $15 747.66.
As the sack
is ti visit every temple in North
America, the Shriners eoect to miss
half a nrllion for the American Red
Red Cross.
The Lauh'la covering,
We are no other than
moving woven
by the Honolulu Shriners, his
row
been covered over bv a cow hide
Of Magic Shadow- - shapes that come
placed on the sack hv the Algem
and go
The
Lan- temnle at Helena, Montana.
Round with this
Butte Shriners placed on the outside
tern held
of the cow hide a copper ba,nd and
In Midnight by the Master of the fez mined
by themselves.
Show;
Mission For Navafea
Impotent Pieces of the Game lie New
The Seventh Day Adventists Misplayes
sion
have decided to loca-Board
of Nights
Upon this Checker-boar- d
their new mission at the old camping
and days ;
Hither and thither moves, and checks, grounds known to the Indians as
or Lake Grove
and slays,
And one by one back in the Close fifteen miles northeast from Thoreau,
in McKin'ey county.
640 acres of
'
lays.
land has been purchased just south
The Ball no question makes of Ayes of the lake where a day school, hosand Noes
pital and dwellings for those employBut right or left as strikes the Paly-e- " ed will be erected in the near future
About ten thousand dollass will he
goes:
And he who toss'd you down into expended during the present yer. The
the Field,
Indian boys will be taught farming,
He knows about it all He knows
stock raising, carpentry,
He knows.
also shoe repairing.
The gir's
wi'l be instructed in the science of
The Moving Finger writes; and, cooking, sewing,
and
general
nursing
having writ,
house work.
Moves on: nor all your Piety and
Wit
Th- - 50th Anniversary
Shall lure it back to cancel half a
Of the organization of the first
Line,
Flks I odge was celebrated in a f aNor all your tears wash out a Word
ting manner Saturday night at the
of it.
Elks home in th'a c'tv. Eloquent
addresses were delivered by several
And that inverted Bowl they call the prominent members at an informal
sky,
held in the lodge room atWhereunder crawling coop'd we live meeting
tended by about fifty Elks, Mrs.
and die,
chorus favored the
Lift not your hands to It for help
with vocal selections.
An
for it
elaborate dutch lunch was served in
As impotently rolls as you and I.
the basement.
Strange, is it not? that of the myriads who
Before us pass'd the door of Darkness through
Not one returns to tell us of the
road
Which to discover we must travel
too.

e

of our paper from one dollar fifty
to two dollars a year and greatly

n
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The Mora County Chapter
Shipped last month tne following
articles 28 sweaters, 23 mufflers, 25
pairs socks, 25 pairs wristlets, 250
bandages, 15 tray cloths, 25 handkerchiefs, 15 napkins, 8 pillow slips
and 11 bath mitts. Mr. Curns. chairman of the finance committee, reFair reported that the
were $1619.73 expenditures
ceipts
This chapter
$132.89 total $14Ko.84.
still has several articles, including)
I've stock for future disposition.
the banner
This is unquestionly
chapter of the state, all debts have
been promptly paid, and there has
always been a balance to meet future
expenses.
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SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

All in

excm of the above at 4c per K. W

Special Rates for Cooking;
SANTA

FE WATER

A LIGHT

CO.

85 MAIN

